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Garfield Understudy to Hitch- In Dakota Railway Wreck on
Sunday- - Younger Brother
cock Till He Takes the
of English Admiral.
Latter's Place.
HERBERT

KNQXSAME

JAPANESE

STUDIES UNDER GARFIELD

f
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Dec. 2t. A school for
. Wushiagton,
cabinet ministers is the latest invention of President Roosevelt. It Isn't,
of coerse, a place where they go and
sit with arms folded while a pedugo-sulectures them on their duties, but
i3 none the less a school.
The flrat pupil entered is James
Rudolph Garfield, who on Muich 4
will tueceed Ethan Allen Hitchcock
as socrttary of the interior. Mr. Garfield U at present drawing salary as
commissioner of corporations, but he
discharging, the
is only nominally
duties of that office. Ily order of Mr.
RooseveJt, he is going to school, with
At
Mr. Hitchcock as his preceptor.
leant a part of almost every day he
upends at the interior department,
familiarising himself with the work
he is to take up. Sprcial attention is
being given to land fraud Investigations and prosecutions, it being the
declared purpose of Mr. Garfield that
there ehall he no diminution of vigor
in the war on land grabbeis.
Olhtir matters of interior administration are being gone into deeply,
and when Mr. Garfield enters the
cabinet he will have? a good working
knowledge of the department over
which ho is to preside. In the meantime, Herbert Knox; deputy commissioner of corporations, is qualifying
to take Mr. Garfield's
place. The
actual administration of the bureau
already is in his hands, Mr. Garfield
exercising only a general oversight.
The plan is considered hy public
men In Washington as one of the
most liappy ever born in the fertile
brain cf President Roosevelt. As a
rule, a man enters the cabinet with
only the most superficial knowledge
of the work thnt is before him, and
the business of the government frequently puffers In consequence. A
cabinet job is very much like a job
of auy other kind the more a man
learns about, it the more valuable he
becomca.
The case of Secretary of
Agriculture Wilson i.s one in point.
When he entered President McKln-ley'cabinet in 1897 he bad no peculiar qualifications for a cabinet place,
nor did the early part of his adminis-- t
ration give any particular promise.
Hut by many years at the same desk.
Mr. Wilson has enme to bo regarded
as an exceptionally valuable man.
e

s
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Navy and Army Salaries.
of agitation fur
incroosod salaries for clerks in the
exocutivo department and other government employes, the army and navy
officore came near being overlooked.
Senator Iick, of Ohio, finally thought
of the.m, and has introduced a bill to
readjust Halaries in both arms of the
service.
It has long been recognized that
army and navy officers should have
more pay. They are compe'led to
maintain a certain sexdal standard,
and not only is the social obligation
growing yearly more exacting, but
the cost of living to the army and navy
officer has increased, just as it has
to everybody e lse. The hardship is
in the navy when
especially
n warship visits a foreign port. Officers of other navies and distinguished civilians
must be entertained
aboard, und the cost of such entertainments inuht come out of the pockets of the ship's officers. In probably every other navy iu the world,
a fend is set aside for such iutcr-Kional courtesies aboard warships.
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WRECK BUT
WITHOUT ANY FATALITIES
Salt Lake, Dec. 25. A special to
3?
f
tho Tribune from Price says that the
5
Nations and Communities Have Their Holidays and Feat Days, but the Saviour's Birthday t
Rio Grande passenger train No. 3. a!
unngs u riumauny imo v.iuxi i uu.u auu rvuisiiip.
j t i ( ac
westbound, was wrecked at Mounds, m
SIS
S
5,'5
5 .WM M'V Si'ii 4nj'Y'M M sv?l '$
iVV X M
seventeen miles east of Price. Engi- R5
i ?J XV5VViiViy ?V V' V
neer McGrath being killed and Fire-maVaughn seriously injured. The
The birth of a God. A mother amaied. A lowly
Although Christmas falls In Albuquerque, as a rule,
wrecked train was running as first within the mild, halycon days, the festival Is associated stable transformed to a throne. Bethlehem.
secttoa- - of No. 3. It Is believed It In tho mind
the world with clear, frosty weather,
Here is the story. The world was changed. Naran into the train which had taken spotless snows,ofsparkling
chimo
with
bells
stars
and
that
were electrified. Monarchs were stunned and antions
siding
but failed to clear. So far
the
Yet the other sect was spread abroad In the land, and another
os known no passengers were Injur- as frosty a tinkle as the sparkle of the stars.
weather, cf course has nothing to do with the real ac- grander God was added to the category of divinities.
ed. There is no wire communicatloa
ceptation of the day since Christmas, after all, has There followed an epoch of prayer. CTatty ministers
with Mounds and the details are difficult to secure.
to find its best atmosphere in the human heart; and f star - a mught sad havoc.
To stop the trembling of
whether one is east or west, the acknowledgment of its thrones and stay the apprehension of kings, a war of
NEW AND INDEPENDENT
beauty has to spring out (spontaneously. The exigencies extermination was waged. Ho entered a plea for peace.
REPORT ON JAPANESE. of
the world of the full mean- Rut nit n of war were desperate. It was brother against
Chicago, Dec. 25. A dispatch to ing modern life have robbed
of Sunday, in that one man's rest is purchased at the brother; father against son: suspicion incarnate.
A
me tribune trom Washington says:
expense or another man's labor. Thanksglviing Is a day pitiable spectacle truly idols falling, temples rent in
Thero is to be a new and indepenof merrymaking, each family choosing Its own way. U twain lmm nse hope, immense despair; kings dethroncei,
dent report on the Japanese immigration question, and when it is com- is a national, not a world jubilee, held closer to the empires crumbling and crashing over fearful abysses;
pleted the president will transmit it hearts of certain sections than to others. And so with venerable riles and stati ly ceremonials sinking solemnly
to congress with another message, the high days and the holidays the world over with Into s'.ill more solemn oblivion. Chaiu Indescribable,
making the third on this subject. all feasts and all festivals. They all belong to creeds and tho gloom
of It all illuminated bv a strange new
Frank Sargent, commissioner
genor governments, to superstitions of a ruce or traditions light.
eral of immigration, was at the cf a tribe.
white hous? yesterday and gave the
Rut that was yesterday. Centuries intervene. The
Rut Christmas Christmas belongs not to one nation chaos Is
president a summary of his investigacalmed. Humanity thrills with newer life. Ton- - r to one
tongue,
erne
to
nor
nor
alone
cue
color
to
tion on the Japanese tide of immigraday we see tho beauty of it all. The peace 4 he good
though
it rome3 will. Th world bag concern for
tion into California through Hawaii. creed. Neither is it a moveable feast,
the human race-- . Its
As he has but just arrived here and with the frost of winter in one place and with the
poor. Its wish is for the alleviation
outdoor
is
for
tho
has not even begun his preparation perfume of drooping blossoms In another.
(f suffering. There Is a vast enlightmenl. There has
of the official report, the commissionFrom the other st
Christmas is a culmination.
been a mysterious penetration Into the great secrets of
er general was unwilling to give an
grandeur.
festive or sad, it stands out in stately
outline of his conclusions.
His re- Through all the centuries fr.im the age of Nero and the cosmos. There is a desire for righteousness.
port will have a great bearing upon
brings it all. It brines good
The Christmas-tidethe settlement of the Japanese diff- Tiberius, past ruins and empires, dynasties, tombs of ch er and shows 1be nobility of kindness, the grandeur
hopes
idols,
crumbling
dying
mighty
kings,
and
dead and
iculty on the Pacific coast, however,
creeds and worships weird und wild, comes this Christ- of forgiving, if bringing comfort to cheerless firesides;
because all of this oriental immigration now comes from the Hawaiian mas tide, frusb, pure, sparkling; breathing joy. peace, of making man's Inhumanity to man less severe. And
over it all as caressingly as a mother fondles her babe,
Islands, and if the flow from Japan to forgiveness, compassion.
Is spread a mantle of love and reverence.
Through
Honolulu can be stopped, the fear of
In
day
world
was
Before the first Christmas
the
California of an inundation of Jap- darkness. Us story is one of oppression, of barbarity, of centuries, sometimes gloomy, sometimes bright, a warm,
anese will disappear, violation of law
rosy light is diffused throughout tho big Christian world.
and order will cease, and the nor- slavery, of poverty beyond speech, of wealth beyond Beyond the centuries, this same light, like a lighthouse
hope
marked
and
dreams.
to
Its
indifference
life
human
mal labor conditions on the Pacific
this period. Its cruelty, its ignorance, its sin are all of ray on a storm to.ised shore, was flashed over a sea
slope will be restored.
of tears, and b'yond that. Calvary.
record.
EXPRESS MESSENGER
The day has come again. A world without a ChristRut the world has changed since the coming of
LOST $10,000 IN CHECKS. Christmas.
Can any one imagine that?
Let It come how
Lite without the day would be incomplete. ina.!
Chicago, IXk 25. A dlr.patch to For it Is a day of wondrous significance; a day tenderly and where it will. It speaks of life and of humanity.
the Record Herald from Dayton, O.,
From palace to hovel; It has given to the world this one. day, when all about
says that an express nvessenger lost venerable, hallowed und sacred.
from chate'au to bungalow- come expressions of good Its hemispheres, like a finely wrought web, one thought
a packages coataining checks amounting to I0.0ti0 here last night. The cheer, hopes rise; faces hitherto worn with care are Is woven into the minds of men, inspiring the best
aspirations of the year. It Is this then
checks wer for the employes of the transfigured with an irresponsible, good humor; acts of ar.il swett-s- t
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Trac- kindness, until now suppressed, burst forth in glorious that Christmas has done for the world, stirring men to
tion company. The packages were unity. Benevolence blooms; generosity becomes uncon-fir.ed- . common action and with such a cordon of thought about
lost from the- expres wagon and were
There is an eclipse of materialities in a Armament the world, growing wider and stronger with each
scattered along the streets in the of peace.
year, who can doubt that In Its spirit may be
city. Part of them were restored but
The change is easily understood.
found the true s cret of those great philosophic and
others were cashed by the merchants,
Beyond the centuries a blazing star in an opaque philanthropic measures which, beyond all other events,
the names of the enrrloyes being
forged. Numerous arrests have been night. A sudden blinding radiance in the east; a light mark the enlightened legislation of our day.
K. D. WILRANKS.
CHOKED
made of persons who forged checks. that staggers; an Immense blush over all the land.
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CHRISTMAS

-

HOLIDAY

The c lebratlon among the Sabbath
was almost unischools of the
versal last night. As descrilied lu
last evening's Issue of The Evening
Citizen the ladles of the Episcopal
church dined the children of their
school in addition to distributing
among them the gifts usual upon such
occasions. The Methodist, Christian
aad Presbyterian churches held their
exercises consisting of presentations,
recitations and music. At the church
of the Immaculate Conception u midnight mass was celebrated and an
elaborate musical program rendered.

W. H. BYERTS SELLSI
MERCHANDISE BUSINESS

10

OUR COUNTRY'S

cy

JAMESTOWN
25. The
Va.,
Jamestown,
Dec
works in connection with the
great exposition in James-- ;
g rapidly pushed for- town, are
ward and tho promoters are every- where meeting with far greater sue-- '
cess than they anticipated.
The ex-- ,
position, which is being advertised
all over the world, will commenorate
the founding of the first iermancnt
English speaking settlement in Amer-- (
lea. The Jamestown of New England
on the Maine
Is ancient Petnaquid
coast. Three hundred years ago it
was t ho capital of the east, the occupation of which interested
the
crowned heads of Europe, and over
which three nations contended for
possession. The records of the voy-- '
ages eif Gosnold In 1602. Pting in Dl"
ac-- 1
land Weymouth in H5o.r. give long
counts of It. The settlement of pema-quid seems to have lasted about the
same time as that of Jamestown, Vir
ginia, or until lt.:'. IIS greaieM pn
perlty was from li'.fj i0 Py, when it
was the capita! of the dneal province
forth--emln-
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Special to The Evening Cilzen.
.
Socorro. N. M..
25. For
a consideration said to be $:ti),- W. H.
has sold his
merchandise business here to a
firm tt lie known as Newcomb
znd Collins. Mr. Ryerts has been
with Socorro for twenty years
through thick and thin.
e
f e e' e V6
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arrived here on the steamship Tactician from Africa. It consists of 29
loss, whose combined weight Is estimated at ltio.bim pounds. One of the
logs is claimed to be tho biggest ever
seen In this country. It weighs more
than H.iiiHi pounds and is thirty feet
long. The logs wero hauled out of
th" Jiinglo by Elephants and not one
less than 6.0IH)
of them weighs
pounds.
They are consigned to a
Mobile furniture dealer.

EARLY

SETTLEMENTS

of the Duke of York, afterwards
James 11. ami after w hom it was call- At the forthcoming
ed Jamestown.
exisisition there will be on view some
of the most Interesting relics In the
world dealing with early America.

'

The Negro Appropriation,
has been
received from
Washington that the exposition comare
not
missioners
satisfied
with
what is being done toward the prep- aratlon of an exhibit to show negro'
progress iu this country, for which
the government made an appropriation of $l'Mi,00o. (i. p. Edwards, di-- ,
rector general for the n. gro exhibit,'
has brought in a bill for $2'I,hmi as
his salary, but in the absence of evidence us to the work done the nv tiey
has not been paid.

$4,642.12

FOR

PUBLIC

Wnrd

The shah of Persia, who Is said to
be dying, Is the fifth monarch of the
dynasty of the Kajars. His name Is
,
Muzaffer-ed-dinand he succeeded his
father, who was assassinated on May
1. 1896.
The shah was born March
25, 1853. His official title Is
or king of kings, and he Is
absolute master of the lives and
goods of all his subjects.
The entire
revenue of the country is at his disposal.
Most of his personal possessions are represented by diamonds,
two of which weigh, respectively, 186
and 146 carats. The precious stones
forming the crown Jewels are worth
millions.
Tho shah has six sons,
twelve daughters and six brothers.
"shah-Inshah-
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What This Christmas Day Signifies to the World

RAILWAV

in tho whirlwind

Record Peach Orchard.
.
20
Atlanta,
T'e Bas'.cy-Go-bel
Orchard company t.iday
tho planting of ltM.nw additional trees in their peach orchard
near Aaencus, thus swelling the
number of peach trees owned by tlieni
I" over ?"." im.

Special to The Citizen.
Washington. Dec. 25. Is a schism
In the republican
party Imminent?
inn question ts asked hourly In Wash
Ington. by men high in council In both
the republican and demeicrat.ic parties
Some who ask the question hope the
answer will be affirmative.
Others
dread the possibility.
All agree as
to the critlcalness of the situation.
That there Is iu congress, especially
in ine senate, a powerful faction op
posed to President Roosevelt Is so
well known as to need no argument to
support the fact. This faction eager
ly desires and persistently seeks the
presidents undoing, it is personally
opposed to Roosevelt, but more strong
ly opposed to Rooseveltlsm as a re
publican creed. It opposes things ad
vocated by Roosevelt which under
ether circumstances It might espouse;
opposes them simply and solely because they are advocated by Roosevelt. A good deal of Its opposition Is
under cover. Indirectness being made
necessary by the fact that the coun
try appears to be in support of the
president.
In the matter of the discharge of
the battalion of colored troops bo- cause of the riot at Rrownsvllle. Tex.
the
republican senators
believe they have a clianco to put the
president la a. bad light ihefore the
country, and they have taken instant
advantage of It. If any one supposed
that all this outcry results from cut- raged feeling over an alleged Injustice
to negro soldiers, he Is very simple,
Indeed. The "Brownsville, affair." as it
has come to be known, Is merely a
pawn, and a minor one at that. In the
big game, being played under the dome
on Capitol hill.
There Is not al the
capitol any genuine sympathy for the
discharged soldiers. It is a game of
politics pure and simple, and it is being played by a cabal of the craftiest
politicians to be found anywhere on
c arth.
The game that is being played,
moreover, Is for the biggest, stake in
American politics tho
nrr sidncy.
There Is some fear that, should there
be no check In Mr. Roosevelt's popularity, the inns nomination may be
forced iion him; but it Is not especially against this tho opposition
are bending their efforts.
The
thing they really fear is that Mr.
Roosevelt may be in position to dictate the selection of his successor, and
this they are determined to prevent.
They are resolved there shall not be
another president of tho Roosevelt
school, if they can prevent it; and if
the past is any Index to the future,
there Is at least an even chance they
can.
It is doubtful If the senate combination has yet selected a man to pit
against
Roosevelt, or Roosevelt's
choice, for the nomination, but there
are strong indications that Senator
Foraker, of Ohio, is largely favored.
It is admitted there Is a substantial
element of republican votes .Senator
Foraker could not command, but It Is
believed he would gain enough conservative democratic votes to offset
any republican disaffection.
It Is this situation that raises the
query as to an impending republican
schism.
The break, If break there
be. Is not likely to occur at once; because the wise old politicians who are
conducting the senate opposition have
no stomach for forlorn hopes, and they
will not show their hand until they
feel assured victory Is within their
grasp.

.

Attendance in Congress.
ittiuud congress pass the bill introduced by John Wesley Gaines, of
Tennessee, docking congressmen $13.-7far each day they are absent from
their duties.' Speaker Cannon's problem of keping a quorum woj'd be
solviHl. Congress, of course, will not
pas the Gaines bill, but it
a law last winter which is go'r.g to
increase attendance at the senate and
house Besslona, though there was no
such purpose in mind when the measure was enacted.
Tho railroad bill is t: e measure referred to. When it was provided In
tho bill that it should be unlrwfu'. for
senators and representatives to accept passes, congress was not looking beyond the necessity ot heeding
a popular demand. But It will operate to keep members at their duties.
It used to be the pleasant practice
statesmen to run "nut home" every
now and then to see how things were
going on the farm or in the law office,
to attend ttome banquet or placate
jomo troublesome faction. The num-Iji- t
of members absent on "important
touaooatt" always ran in scores. It
didnX cost anything to travel, and
there was enjoyment and profit in
the trips. Whin it comes to paying
out reaJ money for transportation,
thero will not be nearly to .uuch "important business" at hoint demanding
CHURCHES CELEBRATE
the attention ef lawmakers.
pris-sr-
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PUBLIB SCHOOLS AND THE

0F POLITICS

Another ofllls Kind Not Wanted Showed Much Eccentricity of
Character In Visit Few Years
In the White House By Many
Ago to Europe.
Old Time Leaders.

fe ; V : h

I

an Englishman well known here, hav
ing a ranch and other property in
the state of Chihiiahui, and not far
fro mthe city of the same name, was
one of the killed In the railway accident at. Ederlln North 1i,1.-ISun.
day.
His body will be shipped to
ior inenuncauon, tnts being
necessarv under Mexican biu.-- to ehe.
setlement of his estate.
The
w,2s generally known
In this section as Lord Beresford,
though be was only a younger brother of Admiral Lord Charles Beres- rorci. He was a frequent visitor to
l
El Paso, liberal anil well
nftnn
he was accompanied to this city by
bis wife', a negress. who called her- ocii liny uerestora, nut wno was
never able to enter soeletv in this
city.
The deeeased was understood to be
well

GAME

AGAINST THE PRESIDENT

:

2.vi

R

Giving His People

Merely As Move

INVESTIGATION

EI Paso. D.c

DEATHS

Senators Making Use of Dis- He Has Been Unusually Progressive For Oriental Ruler
charge of Negro Rioters

Demand For Closer Attention by Careless Expressman Loses Ten
Congressmen-increa- se
of Army
Thousand Dollars In Checks.
Navy
Salaries.
Some Being Collected.
and
AHfia to The Citizen.

PERSIA IS AT

ASJWEXT

PRESIDENT PROPOSES NEW

WAY

THE SHAH OF

E

AFFAIR ONLY

MET DEATH

L

Th Evening Cltliert, in Advance, $S per year.
Delivered by Carrier, 60 enti per month.

Governor Hagerman

HIM

AND

TOOK

HIS MONEY

Slump, a ranchman
from
City, was choked and
In tho outskirts of the city Friday morning about 2 o'clock, says
d
the Raton Range, During the
process of choking and rolr
bing, which was conducted by Frank
"Frencby" Smith, a rounder of Raton,
and two natives, names unknovri.
Slump was relieved of two watches,
some loose, change anil his chock
look. The trio of tyros were appro-nde'd by officers while trying to dispose of the tickers and are at present
SCHOOLS guests at the county Jail.

yesterday

E. (1
Maxwell

rol-be-

d

cum-biae-

WILL

re-

ceived a check for $4,642.72 from the

treasury

department at Weshingteia-representintho 10 per cent of tho
ncelpts from forest reserves in New
.Mexico for the fiscal year, which is
i,) be distributed among th.- - counties
in which the forest reserves lie for
the benefit of the public schools. He
turned the eaeck over to the territorial neaMirer to bo held pendiag a
of tho legislature) when it will
probably be necessary to enact a law
The receipts
tor i's distribution.
MAHOGANY F0M AFRICA
much
from forest reserves will beFOR UNITED STATES. hu p r during the next year, 'as thero
New Orleans. Dec. 25 The largest have in en a number of new reserves
consignment of mahogany loa ever eH.iMi-he- d
and the older reserves
iiceivnl in the I'niteil States has ar.- i", L'ood ra::iiin; order.
'

l'ii
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NOT BE GOVERNOR

THE SHAH

'OF' PERSIA.'

The
is tho iddest son.
Mohammed All Mlrza, but the shah
has the power to leave the crown to
any member of his family.
Generally, however, preference is given to a
son whose mother was a Kajar princess.
The shah was well educated.
Be.
sides knowing Arabic and Turkish,
he spoke French fluently and was
well grounded In the philosophy of
Aristotle and Plato.
He was extremely eccentric
and
his courtiers were always on tho
alert when he was on a roval tour.
wondering what he would do next.
At a banquet at which the klne and
queen of Italy were present he set
a precedent.
"What's the use of
staying any place where yon are be
ing bored? was the way the shah
looked at it. and in tho midst of he
dinner he arose from the table, and
without a word left the room. There
was nothing left for the roval oalr
to do but t ) follow the shah, and the
dinner came to an end.
During a visit to Austria the shah'
train was delayed by reviewing the
crowds at way stations, and the royal
rersian got tired and decided to retire for the night.
His disturbed
courtiers reminded him that the emperor was awaiting him at Vienna,
where a big reception was to be held.
"Just telegraph him I won't be there "
said the shah. And he wasn't.
But he gave the emneror a worse
shock than that.
A big hunt had
been arranged for him. but instead of
attending the shah picked up a street
wanaerer who amused him with
funny stories. He did not even send
word that h would not be present.
The emperor hunted without his
guest.
More remarkable In an eastern po
tentate than some of these peculiarities is the fact that he has been inter
ested in the welfare of his people.
Among other things lie established
free education and freedom of the
press.
The shah was a hard worker.
H
would get up at daybreak, but remain in his apartments until 8
o'clock, when he would meet his ministers and converse with them. The
newspapers were next read to him.
Then came his lunch prepared by a
French chef, and his "siesta." or mid
day snooze followed.
In the after
noon he would hear detailed reports
from his ministers and enjoy a ride or
drive through the royal parks. Supper wttj served at 9 o'clock, followed
bv pinxlo sn-- l nerhaps some kind of
an entertainment la the gardens, to
wind up the day.
The jewelry of the shah was the
most valuable In the world.
He
or Sea of
owned the Darya-e-NuLight, a diamond estimated to be the
most precious en earth.
One of his
greatest tro'isuiers was a large gold
globe, representing the world. Each
continent and country is marked out
with clusters of precious stones.
Persia is outlined und covered with
diamonds, England with rubles, and
so on.
heir-appare-

r,

Terminal for Brooklyn
Judge

Morrison of Santa. Fe
letter from his son,
Robert Einniett Morrison, aa attorney of presuott, Ariz., in which the
son says there is absolutely no truth
In the statement that be is slued for
governor of Arizona, to succeed Kib-IwHo hays that wer.. such an appoint incut tendered him at the bauds
of th(t president, ho would not accept
but that he does not believe tln r.- is
any t nit a whatever in the report that
he ha been slated for the j p1.
A.

L.

is in receipt of a

Bridge.

New York, Dec. 25. The board of
apportionment
estimate
ami
has
voted a sum of $10.(mhi,imhi for a new

terminal for Brooklyn Bridge. Tho
new plans will Involve the purchase
of the Staats Zeilung building and
property as far north as Chamber
street. Iron contracts have benn let
and work on the heavy girders will
commence at once. The object is to
r
run
trains over the Broeiklyn
Bridge, the recent terminals being so
short thai trains have been limited
to the ca''s.
six-ca-
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and tobacco valmd at. $17.474.2. her
total t'xpmtM to this cotm ry lieinn
M.'.iT'.i.h.si. of which all but $J,""'.-oni- l
was dutiable and upon which the
duty collided, according to the deOffltlil Paper of Bernalillo County partment of commerce and labor's
figures, was $4:l,2,f.82.
preliminary
tad City of Albuquerque.
In the same eriod the United States
Dlipitcbet.
tmiliM kn Aftrit
sold to Cuba merchandise aggregatClreulatlm.
U'"tTkCKj ir4 County Meilc.
ing $45,377,277.
Clrtulitl..
Urrnt Kn
sugar crop of 1!04 was 1.040,- ll'fMl NsrtKtn Arlront Circutitln. 220The
tons; 1!I05, l.too.ooo tons, and as
experts claim the yield of Culan
sagas is two and a half tons to the
acre, the total number of acres devoted to sugar cane amounted to not
more than 4."o.(iio. There Is said to
be fi.iMHi.ihio acres of the Island that
might easily and quickly be turned
into sugar plantation!). If this estimate be correct, the Imagination is
da.zltd by the contemplation ,f what
Cuba would lie capable of doing In the
sugar producing line If advantages
wire taken to the full of natures
gifts. The cultivated area of Cuba
is about l.ouo.ooo acres, and, according to the la.--t census. 47 per cent
of this was devoted t sugar production and Hi per cent to tobacco. AdInteresting Facts About This ding the area of cites, towns and
very large tracts for pasturage pur-piIsland Land of Unexs. it is fi.nnd that only about
f
the
acres of ah Hit
celled Riches.
island, lias been developed. The
half awaits future exploitation, and is claimed to b' for the
most part, as capable of hit;li developEVERY PROSPECT PLEASES
ment as that which has brought great
riches to the people of Cuba.
In l'.'iilt. acconliiig to official advices
AND ONLY
IS VIEE from Consul G.n-.iaSteinhart.
of American capital was invested in Cuba, as follows: Sugar
plantations, J2ri.uuit.iMiO; tobacco lands
A Marvelous
Developemcnt of ami factories, $ l.'i.ono.iino; fruit lands,
mining property, $;'i,o00,-110$.:,."oii,iiuo;
Wealth and Prosperity Under
Cuba Kailroad company, $12,000.-ouii- ;
street railways !S,(Mitl,iioo ; other
American Government.
real estate and commercial investments, $l,foo,oiiu.
The figures for l'.toi, the latest obIf Cul.a.
so wonderfully i ndowed
with na'ural advantage s, so favorably tainable, show that the va'.'i of the
principal
products of th" island
situated for agricultural and commer- amounted to $'.ll!,H7l l"7. divide,! Into
cial development, although periodical- classes:
Sugar, including molasses,
ly devastated by revolution and indif- alcohol and rum, $r2, 528,107; tobacco,
ferently fostered in time of peace, $:10,)MO,OOI; pineapples, $l,2.j0,00U;
waa worthy under the old Spanish other fruits and vegetables. $2,712,300;
or liein
domination,
called the forest products, $H,2lio,oiio ; skins,
"Pearl of the Antilles," what miirht horns and hooffs, etc., $1,Gimi,0(K);
minershe become tinder an administration sponges and shells, $575.(Nl;
Then years earlier,
guaranteeing permanent peace and als, $1,44;,000.
good government and justifying the In lS'.M, one year before the outbreak
invest of such capital as may he nec- of the revolution, the value of the
essary to develop the riches of na- principal crops of the island exceedture that up to the present moment ed $100,000,000: Sugar, $ti5,ooo,ooo;
molasses and
tobacco, $25,000,000;
have been but half revealed.
Cuba is entirely within the torrid rum, $12,000.00(1; coffee, $1,510,00)1;
lone, but not so far south as to make fruits and vegetables, $1,510,000.
For the fiscal year ended June 30,
its climate characteristically
torrid.
the receipts from customs
The climate dues not differ materially 190-1from our own gulf states, hut the rain- amounted to $17,338,181; the total
fall is greater. Its insularity Insures revenue $20,112,241, and the expendia moist, equable atmosphere, and the tures $17,220,558, including the sinknever failing sea breezes of the after-- ing fund und Interest on loan made
noons and evenings tend to make the for the payment of the Cuban revolunights cool and comfortable even In tionary army.
Cuba has no currency
of its own coinage. The official
the warmest months.
Shaped somewhat like Ixing Island. money of the republic is United
Cuba is long and narrow, being about States currency and all taxes and
730 miles in length and in width public 'debts are
payable la that
varying from 18 to 118. Its area com- money, except fees of registrars of
prises about 4 4,(hmi square miles. By property, which are payable in Spanway erf comparison, it Is larger than ish gold. In commercial circles SpanMassachusetts, New Hampshire, Ver- ish gold Is the basis of calculation,
mont, Connecticut. Rhode Island, Dela- and in the retail trade and in the
ware and New Jersey, put together. country, Spanish silver is almost enThe island would make almost four tirely UBed. American currency is
Maryland and about two West Vir- always at a premium over Spanish
ginias, and Is greater in the aggregate gold. The $35,000,000 bond issue' sold
of her square miles than either In- in this country at ao'fc. advanced to
diana. Kentucky, Maine, Ohio, South 9t within thirty days after the conCarolina, Tennessee or Virginia. The tract was signed, and is now quoted
state of Pennsylvania has practically above par. The customs revenues
the same area as Cuba. The island are pledged as a guaranty on this
lies 100 miles south of Key West, the loan.
Rieh as she in today, through the
most southern jMirt of the United
States: Havana Is distant from Tam- prodigality of nature, the lutiire of
pa 30B miles; from New Orleans, 5ti this island is golden. If the United
miles; and from New York, 1,227 States, loth though It may be to inmiles. It controls the highway to the tervene to stop civil war. is compelled
Panama canal.
to put forth a strong hand, what will
The last census of the island, tak- the result lie? If the American Hag
again goes up in Cuba, will it over
en in 1S'.9, put the population at
Immigration has lieen stead- come down? Should it come down?
ily Increasing, the number for U104 Would not Cuba make a most desirable
being 20,217. A reasonable estimate addition to Uncle Sam's already rich
of the present population is fixed by iiossessions? Washington Post.
those best Informed at about 1,700,-000- .
Of the total population, 58 per
cent were native whites. 9 per cent TELEPHONES FOR NORTHwhites, and 32 per cent colored; the remaining 1 per cent being asERN ARIZONA TOWNS
signed to Chinese and others unclassified. The figures as to the density of
the population are significant. They
indicate a population of 152 persons
being
Telephone poles are now
to the square mile in Havana prov- erected botwen hire and St. Joseph
decreasing
square
8
ince,
to hut to the
and it will not be long before Winslow
mile in' Puerto Principe. Havana will be in communication with
thickprovince, therefore, is almut as
over a conversation wire, as a
ly settled as New York state, and the line is now In operation between the
last named province about as much as latter place and St. Joseph, says the
the state of Washington. It has beep Winslow Mall. The line Is owned by
estimated that Cuba is callable of ('apt. Henry Warren and Supervisor-elec- t
supporting, in comfort and prosperity,
J. K. Richards, who are promia population of at least 15,11110.01111, nent business men of this county.
which would bf 340 1o the square The line will be cinneeted with the
mile, or less than the density of the local telephone system. It will be a
population in Rhode Island or .Mass- matter of only a femonths before
achusetts.
The census of ISMM found tin' line now being built between Hoi
sixteen cities on the Island having a rook and the inland towns of Apache
county is in operation, and ihen the
and Navajo
mils of both Apache
counties will be connected by coiivi-h in means of eoiuliniiiica; ii :n.

for faun. Matthews' Dairy.
WANTED Atonce a competent girl
for generai house work. Apply 610
Rolen r aenue.
n to P. ii
VANTE- I- People to
s
shoe repairDaniel for
ing.
O rner Railroad avenue and
Broadway
do your electrical reWANTEl-f- o
pairing of every kind. Work guaranteed. Reliance Electric Co., 2U8',
West Gold avenue.
Help ruriiished and enP
WANTED
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
' Colburn'g
Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED Vour motors to InstalT,
largo or small. Work guaranteed.
West
Relianre Electric Co., COS1
Gold avenue.
h ome
WANT E I PCon pa n i on Good
for girl over 14 years, who desires
Address, "Woman
to go to school.
Staying Alone at Night," this office.
W ANTED
Gentlemen's "isecond-iiariclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor
WANTEliliids Tor the- construction
of hotel building at Helen, N. M.
Plans can be seen at the ofliee of
E. It. Crlsty, architect, Albuquerque, N. M. The John Decker Company, Helen, N. M.
Junk
WANTED The Albuquerque
company. 5mi South Socosd street,
pays casli for magazines, oid honk-clothing! harit'ss, guns, revolvers,
watches, etc. We pay cash for anything new or second hand. We buy
anything of value.
F
Teams The Santa
WANTED
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants
I
lagan
teams for coal haul from
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams
making application will be. given
work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.

OUR purchases will
be satisfactory to
you, both in QUALITY
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SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crown
Cold Filling

J r fl

$1.50 up
50c

Palnlett Extracting

ALL

fkL fU
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ABSOLUTELY
ANTEES.

WORK
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H1LLSB0RO BOY STEALS
WATCH FOR SWEETHEART
Alue

are as desirable as nre foml.
Unclean food cannot be
healthful. It is the mctluxl
of liaiiillihj in the manufacture of a f nl product that
makes it clc.in or iiiick-un- .

Pabst

BlueRibbon
is tiiaiiufactiircl from the
purest materials by scrup-

ulously clean machinery.
Prom brew to liottle or I
.it .v ittr r tout hid by hum m
hands and never cniiies in
)

contact with anything but
pure, filtered air, uinl jx
storilieil tuln-s- . pics
ami scale storage t.tiik.
1

tien,

l.avcock. .me,!

arrctc

was

I

ihoii: M'Vell-a lew day, ago.
w aclu s
out of a

;

for lil'ti:n three
show case in W. M . Robins' stole.
says the Sierra County Advocate. The
lad. who had given one of the watches to his sweetheart, another to a
boy friend a, id lent on.- for himself,
confessed the crime, returned the
goods , some of whb h were iii a dilapidated condition.
Judge Smith
gave the young nn-his choic
we'll pa ing $25 and costs or ninety
days in the county jail. At present
Alue is hoarding at Hotel de Kendall.

110

Ira M. BCna.

Tin

re'.- -

throat
Can s
any

a.--

it

p in

street.

Edmund J. Alger, O. O. S.
306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9:00 a. m.. 10 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Appointments made by mall.
No.

tew

hours.

Relii

DR. D. E. WILSON

Depository for Atchison,

Dentist.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Tuberculosis treated witn
Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments
given each
day from 8 a. m. to 1 p. m.. Trained
nurse In attendance. Bofh 'phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red Hi.
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Millinery Sale
' lie
greatest bargains AlbiiqH'
que .
saw, at .Miss Lama
Lute';
'S South Second street.

$100,000.00
22,000.00
f

f the

Wor.i

Banking Business

DIHECTOR3
Marron. Wni. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
D. Ii. earns. J. A. Weinman. F. II. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.

Farwell.

PUBLIC.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

A Western Wonder.
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
twice as big ns last year. This wonder Is W. L. Hill, who from a weight
of 90 pounds has grown to over 80.
He says: "I suffered with a terrible
cough, mid doctors gave me up to die
of consumption. I w:is reduced to 90
pounds, when I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, coughs and colds. Now, after
tiWiing 12 bottles, I have more than
doubled in weight and am completely
cured." Only sure cough and cold
cure. Guranteed by all druggists.
50c and $1. Trial bottle free.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

NOTICE

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

FOR PUBLICATION.

Department

Unite-of the Interior.
States Land Office, Santa Fe, X. M.
Nov. 27, 1906.
Notice is hereby given Uiat the fol-- I
low
claimant has filed no-i- t
ice of his intention to make flnnl
,.... u
v. :
....... .r I,.
..i:.n unut--i i
f u ji jhi ii ins ciaim
sivuoua iu uiiu ii oi i ue at i 01 .Huron
(26 Stats.. $54).. as amende
1!. LS91
hy the act of February 21, 1893 (27

0000sC4
L. B. PUTNEY

1873.

Z

i THE WHOLESALE GROCER
to

0

"OLD RELIABLE."

ing-nani-

.

1

Stats., 47o r.Tid that said prxr vvi'l
be made before Silvtstro Mlrabal, U.
S. Couit Commissioner at San Rtifae1.
N. M., on January 5, 1907. viz: Matia
Concho of l.aguna. N. M., for t'.i'

SE 14. Sec.
T. lo N., R. 7 W. N
M
P M
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of Paid tract for
twnty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz:
Joseeito ltoss. of Sen ma, N. M :
Will 'am Pais .no. of Cnsa HUinca, X.
M.; .Mania Luther, of t'asi Klascu,
N. M.. Vatnie H. Leeds, of Setima, X.

0

5

FARM AND
RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE.

M.

.J. C.

liALDRIDGE

DEALER 1N NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

against the allowance of said proof or
who knows of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
interior departmet why such proof
not be allowed will be given
an opportunity at the
time and place to
Ine the witnesses of said claimant,
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Small holding claim No. 1021.
alKive-nien-tinn-

PAINT Covers more, !co..s best, wears the
longest, most economical; f ill measure.
BUILDiN'u PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime. Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sasb. Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MLX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS

PRODUCTS

SHADE

FREIGHT WAGONS

ocooooooeooooooooeiaocoototo

Any person who desires to protest

AND
FRUIT
SHRUBS, VINES

I

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest

0

M

NURSERY

ESTABLISHED

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

-

tuiif WiMt.ni", tmtru- iitfti
nit'l tllLl'iM"!!.'!!. I '.in'
lit (.ah.
ain. ..r ti
v

kimI
n

. . .

O. N.

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 West
Gold avenue.

te.-tif-

1.4

NEW MEXICO

Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.

k

Print Shop
Citiien
can get the most for
yCur money.
We print every-bu- t
thiny
greenbacks and postacje stamps.
Either phone.

Santa Fe Railway Company

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts

Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room 4C 47, Barnett
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
'hones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.

-

yOu

&

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

A. BORDERS.

!s

The

Topeka

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

STATE NATIONAL BANK

PHYSICIANS.
Drt. R. L. HUST.
Office, 6 P. N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Per-alta-

ia any nail

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no other.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
JPald Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
Hidg., Cor.
Railroad avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, X. M. Of8
fice hours,
to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
Colo. Phone, 129.

(iuil-lerm-

where

NEW MEXICO

OmCERB AND DIRECTORS
JOSHUA S. RAYXOLD3
President
M. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK McKEE
Caahier
R. A. FROST
Assistant Cashier
II. E. RAYXOLDS
Director

mail.

R.

FOR 7HF. ATCHISON. TQPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Harnette Buildlns;,
over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
'phone 238. Appointments made by

J.

Solicits

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

dITntTsts.
dr. j. e. kraft,

two-stor-

Tlx'V

'

DEPOSITORY

Albuquerque, X. M. Ofliee,
First National
Hank building.
E. W. Dobso.l.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-wel- l
block. Albuquerque, N. M.

liusi-ness-

iinl!il:g
good to; a ,mv
I)r. Thomas' El.oinc Ilii

in

F street
Pensions,
caveats,
claims.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. 32
N. W., Washington, D. C.
lands, patents,
copyrights,
letter patents, tride mirks,
R7wrD. Bryan.
ATTURNEY AT LAW,

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
8ulomon Luna, Prenluent; W. 3. Strickler, V. P. am Cashier; W. J.
JohnBon, . est. Cashier; Win, Mcintosh. J. C. BaUridge. Solomon l.nna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. i:. Cro jwell.

CARDS

LAWYERS.

RKN'i'-F)truTsiio- cl

PILLS

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every lroper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

West Gold Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

KENT

it
Is

Means and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

e

POR TERFIELD CO.

e

.

be

With Amp!

SAVINGS

ON

have a great snap in a
ranch little cash needed; also
bargain in new brick residence, close In, on
Lowlands.

Now

quick schemes or gift eaterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
T Moras n venue.
talk, easy to sell and honest in every
particular.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
$1.25 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
New Mexico and Arizona, home office
per night. Also rooms for light
Albuquerque. N. M.
housekeeping.
Minneapolis
Tne
House, 524 South Second street,
Cure for Sore NtpDles.
Albuquerque, N. M.
As soon ns the child is done nursrO H SAL.C. '
ing, apply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
FOR SAIC Go'oiC gentle" cow. 701
It off with a soft cloth before allow
South High street.
ing U10 child to nurse. Many trained
nurses use this with the best results. FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly ntw.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
IMS S. Third street.
all druggists.
FOR SALE A good span of horses,
surrey and harness. No. 52;! East
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Railroad avenue.
Department of the Interior,
United FOR SaT.E Furniture, at a special
discount from now until the nd of
States Land Office.
the year. Star Furniture Co., 214
Santa Ke. X. M.. Dec. ID, llim!.
West Hold avenue.
Notice is hereby given that the folloRwing-named
FO- SALE Excellent saddle pony ;
claimanc has filed
young,
htal'.hy, strong, gentle; barhis
to
final
of
intention
make
gain for cash.
proof in support of his claim under
'Phone 12 automat ie.
sections lti and 17 of the act of
2
March 3. 1MH
Stats.. S54). as FOR SALE Majority of stock in es.
amended by the act of February 21.
tablished and paying retail
LS93
(27 Stats.. 470), and that said
Incorporated. Owner wishes
proof will be made before the proto leave city. Address No. 1120,
Daily Citizen.
bate clerk at l.os Lunas, N. M., on
January 20. 1907, viz: Mariana Chav-- t FOR SALE "OR TRADE Flftec
, ile Otero, for the Small
lloldieg
house No. 724 South S ootid
Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 2)!, '1'.
street for property in California.
7 N.. H. 2 K.
Write John Krick. 431 East Second
He names the following witnesses
street, Long Beach, California.
adprove
to
his actual continuous
FOR
house,
SALE Fourteeu-roon- i
verse possession of said tract for
furnished or unfurnished, electric
surtwenty years next preceding the
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
vey of the township, viz:
Mrs M. A Sehaeh.
Francisco Aragon y Haca. of
FOR
SALE A line combination horse'
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
good for all purposes.
See F. F.
,
Oroua, Quiriuo Sumore, of
Trotter.
N. M.
Any person who desires to protest FOR SALE 1U res tiie snap, two
lots close in, they are free and clear
against the allowance of said proof,
and will worth $S50, but best offer
or who knows of any substantial reaover $IHU takeN them. Albuquerque
son under the laws and regulations
Junk Company, 5im: South Second
of the interior department why such
steet.
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above FOR SALE I will sell Ihe" bosTpuying rooming housee in the city lor
mentioned time and place to cross
').!ioo.
Positively clearing over
examine the witnesses of said claim$25o. Realty, buildings.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
furniture,
etc., all go s. or w ill pay some
of that submitted bv claimant.
young unencumbered woman
MANUF.L It. OTERO.
fair
sal ry to manage same. Albuquer-que.lunRegister.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
comiany. 5m; South Second
street.
In Praise of Chamberlain's
Cough FO I IT'S ,U .: R iiTcrT
"K. rfelley
Remedy.
and sons having sold all their stock
Th re is no other medicine manuare now- offering their fine stock
factured that has received so much
ranch for sale. It Is '.he het Impraise and so many expressions of
prove
ranch tit the country. Has
gratitude
two to.d wells, one of them has
as Chamberlain's Cough
It is effective, and prompt
Iteinedy.
windmill and surface tank. U is an
relief follows its use. Grateful rar-f'-'ideal sheep range. Postolllce, Datll.
everywhere do not hesitite to
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen
y
to its tin tits for the benefit
tv miles west of lla'll
It Is a certain
cure for
f others.
STRAYED.
croup and will prevent the attack If
Roau pony.' with' saddle
given at the first apHaranee of the STRAVED
and in idle. Ret urn to 2M1 North
disease. It is especially adapted to
Waller and receive rewioil.
children us it is peasant to take and
LOST.
contains nothing injurious. Mr. E. A.
resident LOST
Hiimphreys, a well known
l.imli mull'. Suitable
and clerk In the store of Mr. E. Iock
lit c. pper ave- reward to tinder
of Alice, Cape Colony, South Africa,
line
ays: "I have used Chamberlain's
( ;,,,
E icTTT Ret urn
1120
Cough Remedy to ward off croup and LOST
reSouth A; no street and ii"'
colds in my family. I found it to be
ward.
v ry satisfactory
and it gives me
pleasure to recommend it." For sale
Long Tennessee Fight.
by till druggists.
For twenty years W. L. Rawls of
Hells, Tenn., fought nasal catarrh. He
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have writes; "The swelling and soreness
to be washed over.
Imperial Latin- - inside my nose was fearful, till I
dry Co.
began
applying Hueklen's
Arnica
th,- sore surface; this caused
GAS COKE, Salve to
NO SHORTAGE
OF
sor. ness and swelling to disapCLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOM- the
pear, never to return.
Best salve in
ICAL,
OPEN
EXCELLENT FOR
5c at all druggists.
W. H.
GRATES, $6.00 PER TON.

The Albuquerque Junk company
."jOTi
South Second streit; pas
ash
for old furniture, old clothing, iron,
brass, i per, zinc rubber paper rags,
hollies, etc. In fact all kinds of second band goods and junk. Send us
postal. Will call. E ei yt hing
has a HAHN & CO.
value. o:, hiiihiin-'- -. machinery, hug.
gies, wagons, etc bouiiht for highest
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
ca.--h
pi

ALLOWED

On Sixth Street

s

Clean Things to
Eat and Drink

INTEREST

We Sold the Snap

1

If you do write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell its new guaranteed
dividend policy. Some of our sales men are making $200 a week. Whycant you do it? Perhaps you can if
you will try. We want a hustling rep
resentative in every town in New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus. $100,000

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 anr" 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

Ap-,)l-

MONEY?

MAKE

live-room-

....

ALBUQUERQUE

Ststtusblp

house,

New
fi!8 North Sixth

w

ing.

Nicely luinished r lotus
with board. 422 North Sixth street.
FOR RENT Nicely tin lushed room;
gentleman only.
23 West Copper
avenue.
ns for" light
Foil REN T Front"
liousi ke ping; rent reasonable.
rear 52 West Railroad.
FOR ifF-NFurnish d rooms, with
hoard; terms reasonable. 415 South
Edith street.
i'UR
eotiage flats";
very reasonable. Apply at lie Coal
avenue, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Several pleasant, nerlv
furnished rooms, with bath and
electric light. 51'J North Second
street.
y
ruil KEN I A six loom
brick house, corner of Seventh
street and Tijoraa avenue. Inquire
at Lonitnori & Mattenccl, 024 West

WANT

YOU

1

modern.

rOll

COPP
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

-

'

rianos, Organs, Horses.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10 and as high as
$;oo. Loans are quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

-

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

25, 1906.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

On Furniture,

d

Pharmacy

xmm

mm

se

MONEY to LOAN

,

orw-mnn-

lirst-clas-

PEARL OF TIE

CUBA

TUESDAY.. DECEMBER

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

WANTED.
ook. man

WANTED-Pla- in

1

ANTILLES

CITIZEN.

EVENINO

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

chief

T1i'

ii' ho i Havana with as.YN'Jl; San- k
i
HI. iI
I. ami s.'d.iid. Willi 4;!,nm. ami Gullies,
a unburn of Havana, at tlio bottom
FiAUik.4 DJty ac4 Wsskly y
rf ;h lint, w.tli S,14H iiilmliilunts.
Tfe Clttica Publishing Company
'I he total tiado between Hits country a li t uba during the last liscal
Dor-itiI a. Nmm for trmnimlMWa
tkrmafc tha ytar umounicd to $i:!2.74:t,r.l!l.
Hint pt r.od Cuba sold to the I'nl-Ma en unr valued at $ i. 'S.l iV
m
i J it I i
ILLII

tZ

Both Phone

TREES,

AND FLOWERS.
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
IN. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER

Third and Marquettt

I

STREET.
New Cure for Eplleosy.
J. B. Waterman of Wutertovvn,

O

,

"My
flee delivery, writes:
daughti-ralllicted for years w ith epi- '
Dr. King's New
Ui.sy, was ture.i
Lit'.She has not had an atPills.
tack fur over two years." Best body
cleansers and life giving 'onic pills on
earth. 25c at all driiKK's's.

niral

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinlkole Rocfing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

c
0
0
0
0
0
0

IJMM

TUE&DAY,

DECEMBER 25,
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The Baby Born to Bear a Cross

Amusements

ooooocooooooo

And

IKE SINGING GIRL"

"ANITA,

FVEN1NO

ALBUQTJEKyrK

1906.

there

wr

In

the earne country

Bethlehem

hepherde abiding In the Held keeping
watch over their flocVt by night, and
aid
the ang of the Lord
unto them: Fear not, for unto you ia
born thia day In the city of David a
aavlor which la Christ the Lord. Luke

In the Rreat play, "Anita, the
ing Girl," lovers of melodrama are
treated to stlrrlnn climaxes and situations Bfldom seen In a production of
Its kind, for It la a play that appeals
to all classes of humanity. It pleases
both young and old. elevates and
a play teeming with sensational m ntlmi nt, true to life. Introduced In
a perfect and rticturenn.uo way, for
every net Is the nemo of artistic
achievement. Opening in the famous
settlement of Spaniards of New York,
Anita appears nn the pretty little slnK-inrlrl, compelled to earn a living
for lierself and her companion. Manuel
(Vomer., tiy Binging on the streets and
There are mnny
in i ho restaurants.
Inrlii.ltnc the river
..r,,,.,
elm
Bcnne. the great and expensive
mansion,
the povetiy-a,-;..t.Treitnoit
inrioinv In the attic where
to
Anil BtrrBes her own father back
tin
and
him.
not
know
life aid does
day.
famous Phoenix cluli on ladies' tms
Nothing lias been spared to make
best on the road
attraction ono of the
K'"1
the eaat is an extraordinarily
one. HU eastern nrtists. capable of lite
best wrk in their respective lines
Sink-

Shepherd Today.

The photograph at the tup of the
cross is that of a Ilethlehem shep-herof today. Just east of the historic city of Christ's birth Is a great,
pasture where for more than 2lion
years shepherds have tended their

u

flocks.

Here loilay you will find these

sini- -

1

K

Judea, unto the city of David, which
ia called Bethlehem (becauae he waa
of the house and lineage of David) to
be taxed with Mary,
hla epouaed
wife. Luke 2:4-5- .
One of the accompanying pictures
shows now womm travel In Ialestlne
today. There has been no change ia
the mode In the 2000 ypnrs slaoe
Mary went up wlih Joseph to rtethle-heto be taxed and to become tnrrft
the world's most noted and venerated
woman.
They rode on donkeys and
the men walked liefore or alogslde, as
the pathway dictated. Our photograph
'hows two women on the ame don- -

Our Prices

Our Work

are right

it right

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facet
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

m

j,

'r-

"MY VVIFE'STAMILY"

Kemil.v." the three act
"My Wi'-'musical farce comedy success of last
seasoa, bus been secured by Mauaije r
Matiiea and will be seen here at the
Blks' opera house, December 31. This
merry oaslemorat ion of nonsensical
fun. music and elancs by Hal
and Harry Linton scored a lilt
and
from itti riening performance
duplicated its success for a season of
forty weeks last year. The plot Is
the essence of complexity and in this
It
respect is more than adequate.
hlngtB on the efforts of Jack Gay, a
yoaag married man. to get rid of his
mother-in-laand the rest of his relatives by marriage, who have thrown
themBelveu on his hospitality, and by
in
carrying tales to his wife succc-ekeepi.g him in constant hot water.
In Hheer desperation he enlists the
friend, Doe.
services of a bosom
Knott, a man aleont town, to help him
out nf his troubles. This he does, not
liowtver, without causing no end of
hich arise
complications, from
l
laughable and absurd
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mindid men dressed practically
the same as were their ancestors
when the great light and the angels
appeared to them. This shepherd in
our picture sat for his pliotograph at
tin mouth of a well which is 83id to
mark the spot where the angel stood.
And this shall be a sign to you:
ye shall find the babe wrapped in
swaddling clothes, lying in a manger.
Luke 2:12.
ago
The Christians of centuries
fixed on a place where they believed
the manger was located. Over this
place lias been erected a church, anil
the venerated place where the Master Is supposed to have been born is
shown in one of the accompanying
photographs. It is kept perpetually
lighted with lanterns.
And Joseph aso went up from Galilee, out of the city of Nazareth, into

sit-ua-

ions.

Tho Stepln

is one of

n

and Mnton company

the best ever selected for

the interpretation of farce, including,
us it dors, vaudeville artists or high
clas, who furn'sh plenty of additional

aniuement.

WHY SHE DESIGNS
HER

OWN GOWNS

HAD FUN WITH TENNEY
The very fetching gowns worn by
vfiu winrpnm fjpar in "Thfi Marriage
of KlUy," which will be seen at the
GOT FIRED FOR IT
lUks' opera, house on January 1, are
"I
designs.
own
all made, from her
haRiimn to tin. conclusion." says
Yllua rwnr 'that cverv womas should
design fcor own gowns. There Is no
ither way to get your own individualI
ity expressed and onct; lose that you
elsp
K()ITII
u.idaV
OI1P
titimbl
Iff
ban
c V
your roiv. 1 rememlier once playing
s
a. .
Hlrniic- nart in New York and
nearly making a fizzle of it hecause
of ray costume. I had but very nine
umo to learn my words, let aiotie
l.ioVino- nfti.r mv pawns, and was iteruaded by a fihionable dressmaker
in tho city to let her make all tho
robes for uio. Kveryming weni wen
at the. fittiag.i and I was congnuuiai
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inw nivKnir tim.t

T

hail found a

treas

ure In my n w modiste. Tho night
of tfco performace came and so did
tho gowns. I pledge you my word
that if that woman had the greatest
me In tne worm stie
gMidgo
r
nom'.in't have done me a
trick. Tho things were very hand-aoniand imposing but they were no
ruoro suited to me little me than
tho coat of tho hading man. I tried
ti vlay mY I11"' and on,y sacceeded
1
felt that I
ii reading my lines. throughout
the
wad masquerading
play. The next day I ripped and
howod and planned amj arranged and
after spending the entire day at
I came to the theater tired out
but triumphant. I had impressed myself on every one of those four gowns
iuid ijrfayod the part that night as it
should' bo played. Since thpn I am
very careful to plsn everything I am
to wear, not only the dresses, but the
Jim Delehanty was a memhaU, glovs. umbrellas, and am guilty berWinn
of the lioston National League
of bavl'ag that hand bag made for me team
he conceived an Intense dislike
because I couldn't find anything ready
Fred Tenney, tho first baseman.
made in all N w vc)rk to fit in witii for
Delehanty was playing third and he
tho character."
had a powtrfu! throwing arm. He
throws from uny position and shoots
Mra. 1,. M. Kobbirrs, clerk at the the ball across with a snappy wrist
music
Ijoamard
and l.indemnnn
motion.
He is fairly accurate throwthis evening er,
boaae, will depart
but the ball Is dead and heavy and
Iim- - her old home In Philadelphia
to handle at the other end of the
by her two loys, 'h,- - old-..- t bard
line. Tenney Is a great first baseman,
C.inird
in
will
she
enter
winch
of
and left handed. Naturally b discollOEO there.
likes to handle hot balls with his Imre
band. Delehanty soon found this out
ami he had Fred oa the Jump all the
lime. He would put all the speed rne
could on the ball and always kept it
ovir toward Tenney's baro left wing
if he could. Lots of them used to
Bitters. It was first git away from Fred, but Delehanty
ik Hostetter's
compounded in 1853 and because ot got all the errors, for when Tenney
preat curative properties is now misses a trow in lioston it is always
ii
rognrded c the Ih st stomach remeily the- - fault of Hie thrower. Hut Jim
lMfiire the oublie.
didn't car.-- . H thorotigrly enjoyet
the little game and kept it up. It was
Hostetter's
not surprising that as i'm as Tenney
was made manager of the club he
Stomach
outdiscovered that he needed u
Bitters field. As toon as he could get rid
stimulate, of Del he let him go. Cincinnati takwill
and ing him In tow.
strengthen
the entire
S?j STOMACH tone
system, also restore trie appe- , CHARGE WOMAN LIED
tite, and digis-tlonopen "P
FOR TRAIN ROBBERS
the liowels and
c ure
lour Risings,
Tile ca.--c of Mio.s Mattie Wilson of
teirtbum,
Ivnvt r. who in char tl with ucriurv.
idney Trouble.
Maine up at l.as Venas last Saturday
ileeplessneES,
tu terc juiue Mills and was
Dyspepsia,
The attorneys agreed t
ndtqestion,
and th:t the Inuring on
briefs
submit
;hii;s, Celds
untind n.iii I'cr should
:r Ffrvale liis.
til the May term of the I'liiled States
Viy court. Miss Wilson is charged with
Ve U
or giving fal7iman
.Kick
at the litst
woman to try 1' trial if the Black brothers for the
at mice.
train robbery at I.ogan, N. M.
ng-.un-

o

mad-amo'-

a

An Old Time
Stomach Remedy
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key, one slung on either side. The
country Is rough nnd hilly and few
women walked any distance then or

'

Albuquerque, New Mexico

And she brought forth her first
born son and wrapped him In
swaddling clothes and laid him in a
manger because there waa no room
for the in the Inn. Luke 2:7.
One of the photographs Is that of
the market square In Ilethlehem as
it looks today.
It in the same square
which marked the scene of Joseph's
perplexity before the birth of the
br.by Jesus. Abutting on it was the
in wMch was too crowded to admit
his wife, Mary, compelling them to
seek shelter In the stable where the
child was liorn.
The road from the lower town up
which .Mary nnd Joseph runic, enters
the square in tho right foreground.
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Children's Day Sermon to Parents
A
lKDOOOX0tKXK2000V)K
Bright nnd (arly this morning,
MoksmI of all the year, fathers and
throughout
mothers
Christendom
were called from their slumbers by
the expectant crb s of children. To
I heir
bedshb s came toddling the
world's soldiers and good mothtrs of;
tomorrow.
Wise fathers and mothers are tal;
ing this children's day to consider
the future of their little ones, even
as their fathers and mothers did half
or quarter a century ago.
Pi rhaps the great family of readers
of this newspaper will be willing now
to gather about the tranquil fiieplace
of our comfortable community-hom- e
and talk over together this vita! i.nts-lioof the future:
What is the chance for success of
this boy In the world rai e for honor
and position?
Fortune has alnudy smiled kindly
uMn him. Haevi u handed him down
'
.1
into a land of freedom where, whether
In- - be
black or white, rich or poor,
he is equal with all men and may
work out the degree of his greatness
according to his effort.
Your son has 0en to him an education within his easy reach.
of all the children of the world
are born to die in ignorance of even
the common force u of nature that
work about them.
About your boy is a wonderful array of natural resources from which
ho can draw for his development in
his work for the benefit of the ruc
At his hand are refining influences
which will cultivate his mind, build
bis body, sweiten his heart an enlarge h'S soul.
What are the chances for the future happiness and success of this
baby girl, now, with tender hands,
soothing to sleep her waxen tr. asure?
For her are many identical advantages, intensified merely by the
of our civilization ov r the
lagging nations of the earth. She is
not born to bear the burdens of the
beast. We have abolished that form
of woman slavery. As one result of
this men will reckon with
your
daughter's Intellectual force as with
that of their fellow men.
She will produce material things in
the world's work which, only a few
centuries ago, Fhe would not even human to lalk at force. Threats and
have dared to look upon. Greater, punishment will merely make you
she will produce new laborers for the hate ful and encourage the child to
fields of industry and art, with learn- avoid you and U lievc in its own will
ing at her breast a letter ve rsion of fulness.
life's true? meaning than any eliildren
Today and every day study your
before them.
children in order to perfect your char- All this Is a happy Christmas day acur.
F.mulate the-idirect simplic- tomor- it), their
consideration of a
honesty, their
row. In conne-ctiowith it let us suggest to each either the taking eif children more into our ctmflde-ncfor
mutual be nelil.
MARIE SCHALE KILLS WILD
Hy
patient,
encouraging
words
teaeb them the gnat truth that happiness comes from within, not from
CAT ON S. L C. RANCH
without. Stimulate- - tin ir imagination
by intimate- - association
with
them
and their understanding by truthfully '.ANIMAL MEASURED
THREE FEET
ansu'i ring their questions. It Is well
AND FIVE INCHES PET DOG
i
to remember that the child mind
HELt'ED
MISTRESS.
pts what you say as fact ar.cl th.it
in small thing.--, will
il.'c. iii u. i
Marie, the :, year old lliilhter ef
come back up hi ynir h. ad with awf'il
force in oiir cnildictis l.u k of con- Chi.--. Schale. bad quite an ixeitin- -'
fidence in ou.
encouuti r w ith a largo w ild cat at
With geitlc bands guide them into tlie S. I,. C. ranch a few elays ago.
right paths. It is no less than a says the Si' na County Advoca'e.
sci'iitifie fact that love will offset an While out hunting quail Miss Marie
order willi which i.o amount f turce discovere d I ho cat in a tre?o and
it is only
forthwith
will compel cuinpiiaiicc.
to bombard tue
Nine-tenth-

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o
ot

We Have No Competition
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In the Diamond Line
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

GEMS
On the Market
can he seen la our filiow window marked out la

s

vain figures,

15 Per Cent Less
than the regular jewelers can buy it at wholesale. Not a yellow diamond In the bouse. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
ranted us represented or your money refunded.

1
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ROSE

Man You Can Trust

N F I ELD
1

1B

Railroad Avenue

L
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open-minde-

ac-c-

i
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For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of
clinging love and willing
To live by these rules leads but to tho
fulfillment of the command of Him
whose birth the Christian nation cede- rati s toelay :
"Verily I say unto you. wtmsoi'ver
shall not rece-ivthe Kingdom of
tlo,i as a Ilttile child, he- - shail neit
enter therein."
having einly twe cartdo the business with. The
tir.--t shot knocked the eat emt of the
tree and the second shot warmed him

beast.

Slie- -

ridges to

AFFIDA VITS
'ALSO DEALER1IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

iil to fighting bout and he attucked
the young huntress wlu fought bim
off with tin' butt ef her empty gun,
ml. with the he li ef he r pet dog that
ceompanli d her and ixrformed thee
aiking net. held th' vicious animal
bay un'il Mr. Schale, who heard
207 Railroad Ave, Albuquerque, N. nt.
.arkitig of tin. elog and
I.e IXlitl',1
i sii.s;ieited
was
some-ithat there
doing, arrived on the
scene'
liom)i!y ilisiatched his (utship
MAUSARD MILLS are jiaylns $1 40
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
II iliiected
h :i
bliot. The ell ier Iihi iiouada feir K'l eleau wheat. Talio LAXATIVt: UKU.UU yuiulua
d three tied seven Inches.
land fcive in exeiiane
i nmn!s uf l"a!.!i ts. Drugg.su refunj muney if
!hij l.e.il Hour rur
pouiHis oi w neai, it rails to cure. K. W. UKOVK'S
signature is ca each box. 2Sc.
Try a Ciuzea w?n: aaTertlseraent. r. O. H, Albuquerque.

HENRY WES TERFELD
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W. T. McCREIGHT,

Baflnmi Manager.

MERRY.

MERRY

water back to its proper place. This might be hard on
the sponge, from the K'ponge viewpoint. Hut a sponge
1: at
takes and takes water and never ti'aln expels it
Is a dead one. anyway.
The possible effects of the curtailment of great fortunes forms a subj ct that Is open to utmost endless
dispute. But of nil the opinions ever expressed, or likely ever to he expressed, on the subject, those of extremely rich tin n. who regard their own Interests as being
paramount to public Interests, are the most worthless.

CHRISTMAS

U Ib the. day of all days; the one set apart by the
customs of nil climes, n;icred to universal cheer.
Us origin Is In the mipreme statutes of nature, and
it came to earth with limn. While the Christ was yet
unborn, our
ancestors,
accepting the
percert.ll)lo lengthening of the day at this time of year
aa a. triumph of their god over the (lends of darkness,
instituted this festival of magnanimity and merrymak
Ing; and It has come down through the centuries, the
growth of Intelligence adding to Its lieneficence and the
graces of religion perfecting its lieauty, until It is a
festival that, knows no creed, no clime, no age, no people, but is the glad Jubilee of all humanity, as natural
as it Is beautiful.
To him who believes In Christ this is indeed the
day of merrymaking, for be celebrates not temporal good
alone, but eternal emancipation of his soul from torment
mid the opening of his heart to the needs of his f How
men.
Merry, merry Christmas!
Joy to him who can be j'yful, help to the poor, ministration to the sick, consolation to the unfortunate,
cheer to the discouraged, sympathy to the sorrowing!
These tender emotions well from sweet human nature, as pure water runs from a living spring.
For there is much good in man that was born in
him. I.ove and hope, agony and fear, ecstasy and pain,
tears and joy the commonest elements of life it is
Ihese which give birth to sympathy and kindness, the
religion of the unregenerated.
these are enG:od will toward men,
dorsed by all religions and called divine by some, but
we owe thpjr existence to no creed or tenet; they are
of human nature and belong to all.
Yes, there are thing3 of the earth, earthy, that may
not reach Into eternity or give us hope of heaven, but
if we use them rightly, be true to the best that's in
us and faithful to our fellows, we may have something
'ike by removing much of evil and relieving much of sorrow in this world which Is our own.
Merry, merry Cbristnias!
Whate'er may be our hopes or fears, dogmas, beliefs,
this 13 the day of holy joy, the day we meet with kin
and kind at bounteous feast, the gladsome day of
charity, the wondrous day of giving gifts and cheery
words, and beir.g glad In making hearts of others glad.
Merry, merry Cbristnias!

Justice Brewer, of the United States supreme court,
recently said: "We hear much about trusts.
The most
dangerous trust of them all Is our trust In the future to
pay our debts." This Is a trust which can be found In
nearly every family, every town, every state and the
nation at large. The faini'y buys on credit, the city and
state Issues bonds, the nation expends more than Its
Klucli is drawing trust drafts on the future.
income.

X&COOOCOXCC
THE YEAR IS CLOSING IN
HIGH TIDE OF PROSPERITY 8
00X)C0XXXXX)XKXKXXXXXKAAXXOOi
In the general wind-ulltuti Is showing the United
States to be in bettr financial shape than any other
country. Yesterday's markets closed in New York with
a decline in the ratej for money and an udvance
in
stocks. It was money Instead of stocks that was gen
erally expected to advance. This Is an agreeable sur
prise, ami indicates that the business situation here is

strr.ngtr than

it

s In

Kuropean centers.

The high rates

for mom y in the national banks of England anil Ger

many were exp"cted

to have an adverse effect here,

by sending money rat s up farther even than they were
l'os-iblfew days ago, hut the opposite has occurred,
there may be an advance in money rates In NewYork today, or in sane of the six remaining business
lays of !);. but the outlook Is for a quiet closing of
the year.
Often Hurries lake place on Wall street
n the last two or three weeks of the year, because of
he withdrawals
f money
from the banks to meet
interest or dividends which are due at the beginning
of January, and on account of other financial adjustments. Nothing of the sort, however, need he looked
for in the year which Is now seeing its last divs.
By ii significant coincidence, the decline in the
money rates and the rise in stocks occur almost simul- aneously with the publication of the official figures of
the secretary of agriculture, which show the largest
iggregato of farm products which the. United Slates
ever saw. This is close to S7.MOO.OIJ0.U0O.
Of course.
no otlnr country ever showed an aggregate of farm
products of half this value. As the farm Is still at the
basis of the country's intt rests, prosperity for the farmer means good times for everybody. The cereal crops
firjt up a higher aggregate than ever before. Cotton
briaks all the- - record.-!- , except that for :i4, when the
crop was about 14,uno,0i)i hales, or a little over l.oou,-ooin excess of the yield of 19ml. lu these bin crons
the railways see large traffic and earnings for TJ07,
and hence the rise in stocks hits a basis that is tangible.
Silver is advancing, the mines of Colorado and other
parts of the west which closed when the metal went
down a few years ago are reopening, and a new (dement
In the country's productive forces will soon be In operation. This will add to the demand for labor. Increase
the work of the railways, quicken manv sorts of Indus
tries, and add to the sum of the general prosperity.
-

1
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CHILD'S OWN SEASON
Christmas s'ason, instead of being the gladdest
the year, would be an intolerable bore, but for
of the children.
exchange of presents
and greetings among
grown-u- p
folk is far from what it is "cracked up" to
be. It is a merely formal observance which most people are glad to be done with.
If there were nothing else in Christmas giving than
this, the happiest part of the Christmas time with nine
people, in every ten would be the day after. The sigh3
of relief on that day would be sincerer than all the
smiles of the whole week before.
But the joyous laughter of the delighted children
In
Is the Christmas music that Efts the
quick vibration.
We call the Christmas bells sweet, but they would
sound solemn and meaningless but for their accompaniment of joyous shouts and laughter of the little
cues.
The joy of a child Is the only perfect happiness
in the world.
And it is so easy to cause.
This is why Christmas, the day on which we all
unite in giving joy to the children, is the nearest approach mankind can make to a foretaste of heaven.
Ixt us remember that Christmas Is supremely the
lay for the children, and that our own best Joy must
lie In making them as happy as we can.
What a glorious feast of universal gladness the
be iT every man and woman In selecting gifts
took care first of all to make at least one little child
supremely happy!
God knows there is opportunity enough. If the children of your own friends are all supplied, there are
jdenty of children of the friendless.
They swarm in the alleys, where the dollar that,
if Bivnt on some grown-u- p
friend, would bring scarcely
a smile of pleasure, will, divided Into a dozen gifts, bring
shouts of joy from a dozen hearts to which Joy Is rare.
It Is the sweetest music in the world.
The
time of
the joy
The

heart-string-

s

FOR THE CHILDREN
At this happy Christmas time of the year, when all
minds are turned to the children, alike of the nation,
the coin unity and the family, it is well to know that
children are receiving more practical attention than
ever before.
Child labor is being discussed from one end of the
land to the other, and from the president in the white
house to the poorest laborer in his humble hut. But
there is another work for children which is progressing
in the larg. cities. Chief among these is the crusade
for pure milk.
This crusade in New York has already begun to
bear rich fruit, not only in the saving of infant life in
the metropolis but in the making of a wholesome and
effective public seUment in the same behalf in other
communities in the country. Recalling the incident related of Dr. Osier, who told the weeping mother who
had informed him that "providence had removed her
laby." "that providence had nothing to do with it," but
that "bad milk had killed the baby," the New York Medical Record cites some statistics from New York to substantiate the famous doctor's theory.
Recently published statistics issued by the New York
board of hearth show that in 1SX1 the death rate from
diarrheal diseases among children under S was 33. 3
to the l.liiii); in latlS It waa 14.!) to the 1,0011. In the latter year, during the three months following June in.
the mortality Irom the same canst- ami under the same
age limit was 4,osi-.- ; this year in the corresponding period the deaths were y.i'.t.L'.
'I'miu siionably.' says the'
Record, "we must tha:ik
milk' for the savii.g in
19'tu of many it not ail, of thes,. jii infant lives out
!
l,oil that would have been lost in ISM, and of the lo
kt cent reduction of infant mortality in the heated term
of l'jnti over that of the same period in I'M)',. And in
this estimat" we must not fail to consider the enormous amount of illness and distn s; not ending fatally
by the use of wholesome milk."
When such happy results can he obtained by the
operation of a humane law provided for securing a "pure
milk" supply for the masses, it would Seem that any
community tailing to employ such a law for the protection of innocence and infancy, js recreant to the duties
good oil iz nship imposes upon it
111
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SPONGE NOT SPRING
August Belmont, of New York, sees a "national menace" in an income tax. Kvhleutu h,. thinks he and
his poekelbok are the nation
lu a speich before the Civic
at ion. Melmont
declared that ir Die great forums of the country are
o be subjected to punitive regulal on" by an income
and an lulu ritanee tax. then th,. wry spring., of lite
will be dried up."
That happy phrase "spring ,,i ;ife" js
lucid.
Clearly. lielmoiii has in mind tin- water in his
own blocks.
Belmont's New
York
traction mergi r
alone represent $3imi,iioii.ooo in water.
f this is to be
biough under punitive ivmilai i n. there will
indeed
a drying up of a cousideruhle spring And ilicre aie lots
Hut these arc not the real spiings of a
.of others.
nation's life. They are more like sponges, that swell
up with water cieated by general industry
A good
squeeze would vastly reduce tin- - sponge and mmh! the
-

.

.

(lobe Democrat.

GIVING
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FOR CHRISTMAS

THE TERRITORY

Call and inspect our stock. We
can show you many new things
for your Christmas dinner and
sugge6t to you the most acceptable gifts.
Our stock of Fruits and Nuts Is

complete.

We have

package

12'2c
CURRENTS, imported, well cleaned, pound
package
12'2c

ENGLISH

per pound
IMPORTED

FIGS,
25c
FIGS,
25c, 50c
FIGS,
and 50c
Ib. 25c
FIGS,

SMYRNA

SMYRNA

washed, in baskets,
IMPORTED WASHED
in glass ...,15c, 35c

OOQOQOOOOQOOOQOOOOOOOQOQOOOOQOOOQQQQOO
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FILBERTS.
BLACK WALNUTS,
CHESTNUTS,
HICKORYNUTS,
PEANUTS.
HOLLY WREATHS,
HOLLY,
MISTLETOE.
Leave your orders for Anything
LINE, to be
in the BAKERY
delivered for your Christmas
dinner.
PATTI SHELLS,
JELLY TARTS,

1

.

is full of good and useful

.

XMAS

PRESENTS

mm

Ladies' Desks are popular. Easy Chairs, Sewing Tables, Morris
Chairs, etc.

MACAROONS.

CHEESE STRAWS,
LADY FINGERS,
KISSES,
LAYER

CAKES,

FRUIT CAKE,
PLUM

PUDDING.

Our line of

Etc.

Xmas China

Jaffa Grocery Co.

will please you also. Selected with
an eye for presents reasonable in

price aad yet most useful.

"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL OfiDEBS FILLED THE SAME

DAY

!

201

1HEY ARE RECEIVED.

breaking in
needed

N.

SECONDj

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

WILLIAM MclNTOSH. President

; SOLOMON.

.A.

I

l

silk-cla-

d

T. C. NEAD. Treasurer and Manager

STO WES
in Albuquerque
See Ours

1

RlcINTOSH HARDWARE CO,
C. H.

CARftES, O. D.

Elks' Theatre

Scientific Optician

i

LUNA.

For the
Best Line of

aching

8 FACTORY GIRL TEACHES
LESSON OF IMPARTIALITY 2

R.R.

TICKETS
AND

S,
CMt

Guarantiee

TUESDAY, DEC. 25

Dxfonls,

$;.co

Fir.--t

$4.00 and $?.co
Let us fit you.
william chaplin

West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
New Mexico
121

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality oi our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
LThe Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,

south riRtr

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N.

o d r a 111 a
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The Singing Girl.

M.

COAL

One of the Best Offer- ings of the season

RIONEER BAKERY

Matinee Trices. 25c ami 50c

WOOD

Nilit,

Siats

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
. .$2.25
FOR
AND $2.75

Tcnli t M-Ki axiLal)!,.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take nc other.

(

halt-

-

;cl
4

MaKsim's
ai !l u.

I

!ot

Thos. P. Kelefier

B C a V C 11 Headquarters for Low Prices

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.

of all kliiila. lies! tr:iilp
At Himne's
iirieerf

Dii

;oc, 75c and $1.

Store Momljy,

Ask for JAFFA S
RACK KREA!
BREAD and take no other.

BALLING. Proprietor
(Successor to Bailing Broi.)

WEDDING

CAKES

A

SPECIALTY.

We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
South First Street. Albuquerque.

NEAR

and Special Electrical Effects

on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-la-

602 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

BTftcer.

SIMON

THE

Full Scenic Equipment

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
$6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$6.50

S.

O

North First Street

207
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John

18 W. R. R, Ave,

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.

"ANITA"

see:

20T

Time West. Jof the Great
C m e (1 y- - M

1

P. MATTEUCCI

liijj.tr,

$.t.OO

$.3.5 and
rlift'h Shoes,

BOSENFIEIO'S,

Matinee and Night

Or:l

BOUGHT, SOLO
EXCHANGED

Association Offlc
Transactions

Special Christmas ICnartnent
A'o.

PHONES

SZEBOEBBEBEl

comfortable

".omfortable

BOTH

rutnnurc, Rugs, crockery and Glassware. :: Second & Copper

I

Vaunt

oo

OurStock

ALMONDS,
BRAZILS,
PECANS.

5

the better sermon, the girl or the evangelist.
"Some of us is good, and oti have put it in tin
papers that you aie pleaching to the facloiy git s and
because you hav singied us out to pn ach to people
think v. e mi- - wois than other girls. We're glad vou
come, ain't we girN
We like to have you tell Us how
'
can be liefer hut why don't vou talk to the liirls
on Grand avenue, too? There are had girls in the swell
set. You haven' singled them out for prayers, you
haven't preached to them. The girls in the swell set
nance all night. Hove never done anything so bad as
that. Go preach to those girls, too. then pi ople won't
think wer- - worse than thev are Sun...
....
.,,w..i
ain't we. girls'.'"
At this the little girl Sloppul. very much flight, lied
at her Isildness in talking the straight
truth at the
great . tang-lis- t.
And as she turned to her mates with
the qu. stion. "Ain't we. girls?" there was a great nodding of heads, for the r. st of thorn were too timid
and ait aid to
a wind.
Silk or calico covered, sin
is sin. and the girl of the factory has found that out
When the honest factory girl I. nitons In r faded jacket
she bin tons it over a brine little heart as true and
as honorable as in, lteUn that heats under the sealskin. Neii her wealth nor poverty jH productive of vice,
liirls can be go
and work u lactones. Girls call be
good and belong to the smart set
But so lon as it
Is irue thai lb- - sa. II set holds sin. why is ii
that the
lactory girls iniisl b. again and again singled out and
made the object of public pray, r while the
rustle boldly on, unjuajed f,,r?

find

Sweets.
WALNUTS,

No

(By Cynthia Grey.)
"Some of us is good!" This was the assertion made
a timid little factory girl, of D s Moines. Iowa.
She
cried on! ihe w.r.ls to the ( vangelist who had jus! ended
a prayer in behalf of the crowd of
faetorv uirls whom
lie had lie. n addressing.
The o angoliM w as stunned
by Ihe factory girl's words, and more
stunned as she
continued. Tho; se who heard the evangelist ami remain-'tied to hear the
K'l'l are wondering which nre.ichcd

"w

Clcthing, Furnishings

CALIFORNIA FIGS. 2
FANCY
STUFFED
with nuts of cherries, per
box
35c
DATES,
FANCY
light or
dark, whole fruit, fresh, 2
lb
25c
SHELLED NUTS of all kinds.
ORANGES,
both California
NAVALS
and FLORIDA

Of course It is only human for people to spend much
time thinking of things material
In
connection with
Christmas. Every parent Is concrned to Ket something
ihat will gratify the wishes of the children, and children want gitts, the finer the better, but some sort ot
gift, anyway. And a good many of us are :tily grown
up children. We like to he remembered with gifts, too,
perhaps, even if they are not pretentious. So that
of most people are on tangible things that may
be turned Into gifts for friends ami kindred, and It is
not surprising if soiihUiius the mind dwells on these
tilings to the exclusion of others.
But Christmas Is the most sacred of the holidays. Ii
should be pervaded by a spirit n it alone of generosity,
but of charity anil true beiievol nee in all ways. We
should take thought of hose who niav be more unfor
tunate than we. Our attention was called only yesterday to the case of a wasln rwoman whi had been told
by several of her customers,
will pay you next week."
Of course. It was thoughtlessness.
The women who did
this worked a hardship 0.1 this poor woman for the ag
mill the foot"
gregate o the small sums she had earned amounted to y'
what was quite a sum in her eyes and prevented her
The flexible sole Red Crosj
from doing something for her own little outs, to whom
Shoe
is
Christinas will be cheerless enough anyway. Would il
from
upi mm oeen a lienor manifestation of the Christmas ihe start.
spirit for these women
to have given a little
The burning and
thought to the case of their washerwoman and reasoned
that she, too, might need some Christmas money? She :aused by stiff soles and the
knew that they would pay her later, she i..d not care ;vils of thin soles are preto oftend by Insisting on the small su.11 each owed her sented by
the Red Cross. It
lest she lose a good customer, and consequently she is
a victim of her hard circumstanc, s. a little more ;nables a woman to be on hei
of the ral spirit ;f Christmas and a little less of the :eet for hours at a time with
feeling that one just must remember this friend and :omfort.
that oftentimes as a matt"r of reciprocity, would have
been better in this particular case. The giving of a A stylish
little real Christmas thought was the gift that would
have been the most prized in this case. May there not shoe that's
be other cases and possibly personal to you? Hutchinabsolutely

0000XXXXXXX)XX0CKX0X)00X
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FANCY
TABLE CLUSTER
RAISINS, in large bunches,
per Ib
25c
FANCY LAYER RAISINS.. 20c
SEEDED
RAISINS, pound

MAMMOTH

.w.t

o
o
Out Christmas Neckwear
o
o
We're showing the finest Neckwear productions of the Best Makers.
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not
o
able to
la other stores.
we setecteu our Holiday Neckwear with great care and have the sort
o
man delights to wear.
o
We've every correct shape and coloring.
o
o
o
o Special
o
Japanese Lounging Robes
o
o
Special Prices
o
o
o SHOES
Q
atsi IfsflEllillgilb

GOODS,
CHRISTMAS
THINGS TO EAT,
IN

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

.
.
many "...
otner tjnnatmag remembrances a man or boy
may receive, It will never seem like a truly Christmas to
him unless you
give him a tie.
New Neckwear Is always an Impnrtant and an almost Indispensable
part of a man's Christmas.

nnllnra
w"

l

o
o

T

largett stock of

We have the

Christmas Novelties oo

OOO OOOOOOGOOO to

son News.

1906.

o
o
o

THE JAFFA oo
o
o
Grocery Comp'y.
o
o
"Good things to Eat'
o
o
ARE YOU READY

Q

OF MANY GIFTS 9

CITIZEN.

gooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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CHRISTMAS MORE THAN THE

KVENING

ELITE

ROOMING

P0ST0FFICC

HOUSE

AND DEPOT

No. 118 West 8llver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.

""J

MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. DiMauro, the tiolinist.
sives lessons on the violin and
Guaranteed to be the best
teacher In Albuquerque. Anyone desiring lessons address general delivery, city.
man-iloli-

n.

ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
i
the place to get
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.

c.

Itn- -

408 W. Railroad Awnua

KREAM
I

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL- -

Agents for tli
Columbia, Rambler,
levtliind, Tribune and Crescent
Bicycles.
P. S. HOPPING,
221 South. Second.

ALBUQUERQUE

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25, 1906.
In operation to aa extent heretofore
undreamed of.
Particularly have we of tTie southwest felt the thrill and power of the
spirit of brotherhood which Is abroad
in tin land In the organization and
Initiation of manifold agencies for
the purpose of bettering our condiof
tions and raising the standard
manhood. Space forbids the mention
of these varied associations and Institutions but they deal with almost
every phasic of spiritual and social
life.
Prominent among them is the
by the
Invasion of the southwest
Christ Ian assignation,
Young Men
that valuable Institution having already spcured a, foothold through the
construction and projected erection of
m. vera I buildings for the purpose of
s
providing a decent place of
for the hundreds of young
men separated through the exigencies
jof business or physical condition from
the disciplinary surroundings of home
or friends. For yeirs no nciuircnient
has been so selferident as the need
of provision for the homeless young
men who abound here In unusual proportion and It is to be hoped that
another Chrisnunr will not pass without soiiu movement In th; direction
having liee.i inaugurated here.
May the spirit of this day take hold
of lis as never before and may the
heerts of our people overflowing with
t.iaiiksfnlncss go forward in continued
effort for the betterment not only of
out selves but of our less fortunate
neighbors also,

Reflections Suggested By the

Greatest Holiday of
Chrlscndom.
THANKFULNESS THE KEYNOTE
Special Significance Attaching to
the Season of 906 The
Future Looks Bright.
1

Once more ho ha jijiy
Christmas
luy Is here with all tt p joyous Riving
and receivint; with all its brightness
and chrnr and with all tru rich
fiat centers round the
life or Kim whos,. I.lrtli this festival
commemorates.
It is will that men
should ponder at a time like this the
wonrtfTful hiHtory of the manger horn
child and loving, self denying char
acter whose short ixistence In this
self neeking world furnishes t ho example, par excellence, of all that men
ibein noble and exempl 'ry. Through- out this earth of ours today wherever
the "old, old story" "nils found its pacifying and civili.ing way. men and
women will call a halt In the pursuit of gain and gather with their
families to celebrate around the fireside or household board the e lit
of all events toward which Christendom has bem looking eagerly for the
past, few weeks. Truly this ambitious,
selfish, money Kecking and all too
often disapxinting old world of ours
would ! mm h the worse off without
this delightful Christmas holiday.
For sometime past and particularly
during the last two weeks our streets
and show windows have presented tin
unusually attractive appearance anil
the stores and shops of Albuquerque
have been alive with people intent Some Reminiscences of Early
upon securing those pleasant tokens
Days When the Keds
of friendship und love which today they
are bestowing with a lavish hand
Were Bad.
the ob.iwts of their devotion and
esteem. Father, mother, son and
daughter, young and old will share
Captain K. H. Millet,
and Rhare alike In this grand ava- pioneers of the southwest,oneis ofin the
the
kingifts,
ties
lanche of
and the
of
spending Christmas with his wife
dred and association will be drawn city
daughter.
Mr. Millet is now lomore closely, in most cases never to and twenty
miles
cated
south of l.aguna
mang
of
till
netation
be severed
this
kind shall have finished its mission in Valencia county.
captain w.'s born and reared
aid aave faded into the ever expand- in The
Texas. The Millet ranch in Texas
ing pages of history.
Today the love of parents for their has bi en succeeded ly tiu- - town of
The amain came to New
children will be manifested. In many Millet.
casB, o the ixint of sacrifice, and in Mexico for 'lermanent residence sevreturn their sons and daughters will enteen years, but previous to that
Ik stow iiihki them thoc evidences time ho came to New Mexico freof affection and thankfulness so dear quently to lo;k after property interEverywhere ests. ""
to the parental hsart.
Kuge:ie Millet, age 17 years,
In
of the day will captivate
the
the people and the "I'eace on Earth and a neighbor boy, ran away from
(iood Will to Men" predicted on the the Millet ranch in Texas and Joined
first Christmas day in history will tile t'alahan expidition against the
Love has be n Imlla.is that were raiding and murder
reign predominant.
quoted as the motive power of hu- ing in southern Texas at that time.
manity and this day is the one par- The expedition was under Captain
ticular day of all the year which love Calaha.i.
That was one time the I'nited
herself has preempted.
us tlu rejoice with the mul- Slates government sanctioned an exLt
The Indiana
titude end give ourselves over to the pedition to Mexico.
optimism of the season, not failing to would come across the line, steal
remember tho marvelous .blessings aud murder and then return n cross
which this year of 190ii, now dosing, the river. The orders were to follow
has brought, to our country and in tin ni to their rendivous and wipe
most cases to ourselves. N ver in all them off the earth. The eomnvind
the proud record of this golden land consisted of 117 men. The Indians
has such prosperity and success were joined by a large number of
were
greeted our efforts and never his the Mexicans and the Americans
outlook for the future so gleamed competed to return to the northern
with hope fulness and promise. Our bank of the Rio Crande. Seventeen
barns are full to bursting, our factor- - of them lost their lives by In ing
ies in nimy cases so far Uihind with shot or drowned and the whole com- their orders that their proprietors are ma::d would have been lost iiail not
obliged to call a halt, while the great (!i neral Lew Wallace, then in comhighways of our commerce groan with mand of Fort Duncan, trained his can- the finished products of (he loom and nun so as to cover the crossing,
That was
the great author
jimp. Instead of war and cb solat ii.n
we have peace and a degree of suc- wroio his master piece, "It. n llur."
The captain is now (IS years old.
by :;ny
cess heretofore unattained
people.
Nor is this all for during and though a little worse off for
i lie
time that has elapsed since the years spent in saddle, he is yet hale
,'last Christmas day was
celebrated land hardy, with the che.rful spirit
ever to be found among the t i pica
the spirit which it in so large a
gree generates has been translated w estenier.
Besides visiting his family, the cap-as nev r before into substantial
tain is buying supplies from the I,,
works of charity anil benevolence.
of learning, hospitals, homes j II. I'u'uey company for his ranch.
"1 km w I.. II. Putney and
for the aged and infirm, foundations
traded
of various kinds for the relief and with him until he ditd." said the cap
uplift, of specific classes heretofore in tain, "and now
exiect to trade with
largo measure neglected, and an nn his son. "Hob.." Putney until I am
exemplified distribution of practical called over the sreat divide myself."
literature designed directly for the
purpose of stirring mankind toward
Iron beds, mattresses, couch covers.
united effort in the direction of noble portiers, 117 Cold avenue. Ilorradiiile
aim and ambitions have ben placed &. Co.
-
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found, as pieces of his nppan were
picked up in the neighborhood.
A man was arrsted last week In
11,. was
l.as Vegas and locked tip.
suffering from acute alcoholism, be- Ing tnkt
from a train tin re.
ii
was let out once, but later lacked up
ngain. When h was finally released
he took the first train out of town.
Thire is evety Indication at the
place where the body was found that
me man underwent a terrible death
struggle.
Five hundred feet from
the biMly were his necktie, collar and
one shoe.
He had evid"ntly ran
about In the rocks, as his shoes,
which were bran new, were almost
Santa Fe Officer and Indian torn to shreds. Horders believes
Undertaker
the
man has baggage at I am Angeles, posTrailers Seek to Unravel
sibly checked through on the ticket,
Profound Mystery.
ami will take up the matter with the
Santa Fe officials to get possession of
It In the event It Is discovered there.
1 1 Also he will seek to find out someIn Rememberance of
about the dead man from the
i thing
police of l.as Vegas.
SABINA EMDE.

WAS THE

DEAD

Powder

Has a dietetic value greatly

be-

if
important man
ail

Ov.
was,

Dr.

i--

A

44

nii

4i i i

Born

March

5,

1836.

Feb- -

16

days.

The above statement, pritm-In
uilt upon a black memorial card, in
German, and the circumstance of
find!t;g a handkerchli f near the body
with the letter "K" marked in one
corner, leads to the belief tiiat the
unknown man found dead a short distance from the old volcano near
Islela. bore the name of Kuide.
So
far It is the only clue that seems to
establish his identity. Special (.Unci r Farrell, ofthe Santa Fe, and some
Islela Indians who are expert trailers are today making further search
if the locality in the hope that they
will discover a railroad ticket he is
believed to have had on his person,
and letters which may char the mystery of whence he came.
That the man is a German, or of
German extraction, there is little
doubt. His features have a Teutonic
cast. The hair Is sandy and the eyes
blue; the mouth is large and the jaw
square and heavy.
The body is of
a man about "5 years old. weighing
about ltiu pounds, well built, strong
nnd muscular.
His clothing is of
good quality.
Otto IK'ickman. the well known
real estate man. translated the memorial card, which was .sent to
Horders by Oflict r Farrell
from Isleta this morning.
Mr. P.ir-der- s
arrived here late last evening
with the body. It is lying at the Horders" undertaking establishment pending devlopments.
Mr. Deickman stated the card was
evidently printed in Germany.
The
name is a woman's.
The border
ilecot ations 011 it are artistically foreign.
Did He Hide Letters Among Rocks?
The body was discover d last Sunday. It was half dressed.
The forehead is cut and bruised and there are
larg bruises upon the legs and feet.
ne hociy was irozcn and is In excellent state of preservation. A vel,
hat and watch found near the body
were brought hi re.
The memorial
card was discovered by the Indians
nbuut 1.1ti feet from the b :dy.
It
was torn into four nieces.
The circumstaiici s of tind i g the
toin card and tli" statement
of a
Santa Fe conductor who believes lie
recognized the man liom a description Riven as 4.110 who was on his
train last Wednesday with a through
ticket to l.os Angeles from a point
east, leads to the belief that he either
tore his ticket up or hid it among
tile rocks. The conductor does not
remember the point from which the
Special Officer Farticket was sold
rell and I'ndeiiaker Holders believe
they might discover something about
Hie man if they knew
where the
ticket was purchased.
As circumstances point to th" fact that the
man tried to c nieeal everything that
might lead t the establishment of
bis identity, the theory is advanc il
that perhaps he hid the ticket in the
crevices of some rocks. Also it is
thought he might
have conceal' d
some letters along with it.
The Santa Fe conductor s'ated that
a man answering the description was
on train No. 1 last Wednesday night,'
and that when the train neared a side
track half way between Albuquerque
and Uleta he acted as though he was
crazy anil insisted that the train was'
going off the track.
The conductor
calmed him and when
the train
reached Islet a he again repeated the'
performance and walked to the coach
door as though he want d to Junipj
from the moving train.
The condiic-tor quieted him a second time and
went about his work. When he
turned, however,
man was miss-

ROCK EGGS.
BARRED PLYMOUTH
I am now hooking orders for deliv-- i
ry any time after Feby. 1 for eggs
from my pri?.e Uocho eggs. t2 per set-
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Regular Price $1.00
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and no charge for inunction.
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ah'rs powders

study the label

Comejarly and get best selection,

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

KEE

Chinese. Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

CURIOS

ting: also a limited number of choice
cockerels $2 and M och. Wtit. Van 2IS S. Second Street.
Albuquerque,
llrupgen. Maxwell City, N. M.
MY ENTIRE LINE OF TOYS
Comp.
Syrup of F.ucalyptus, for
coughs, colds, bronchitis, price 50c. At COST. "HAWLEY ON THE
Huppe's.

WHOA!
Santa

N. M.

AT

Claus

& CO.
O. A. BARNETT
WATSON
BU1LOINQ

Don't be in a

A CHRISTMAS SHOWING

HURRY!

That we know will meet with your highest, admiration.
Highly Instructive and interesting
, just
"""
C
T ClL I
wlua you want you'll find here,
all moderately priced. Many new games shown for the first time
this season.

Before closing up your pack be sur
and call in the Vann Jewelry company's Store. You will find just what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Silverware, Cut Glass and China, and the
awellest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just in; so

XI

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens
suitable gift for any man. Nothing is more useful ami practical
We show them in a great variety from
A

$2 to

Q 15.0 O
Wonderland of Toys
Hring the children to see our great stock, they'll solve the question
as to what to get every want we can supply from the inexpensive
to the very best grades of Imported toys, mechanical or otherwise.

DO NOT FORGET

Leather Goods of Quality
This department this season has had our best attention.
Kvcry
article we show we guarantee to be the best possible' value for tlie
I'.rice asked.

THE VANN

New Things In
Card Cases. Art Goods, Pillow Tops, Hand Bags, Wallets, I'tirses,
Hang Hag Sets, Hangers, Hook Covi rs, etc.

JEWELRY CO.
3E333BX8Q39

VS.

INVESTIGATE!

PER CENT DISCOUNT

10

All those piirrhnsing u Hrliolarhhiri In any of our day courses be1, 1007, will roooive
tween now and January
a 10 per cent discount
from the rt'Kiilar prire.
Kator at onco. We can secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENG- L,SH AND SPANISH.
iJisSMiWfiW

ats
Pfese
.........:;...............

AM) NIGHT SCHOOL
of the Albuquerque Business College
DAY

W. MORRIS
JEWELER

Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

205 Railroad Avenue.

W.

JEWELRY

RICH CUT GLASS
WE SELL

MILIKEN, President.

".

WATCHES
SILVERWARE

DIAMONDS

THE

QUALITY

W EARS

XMA S

THAT

Crockery
Souvenir
views or

AT THE LOWEST PRICES

Cathedral, Commercial Club
Household Goods of Every Description

Alvarado,

& Co.
Borradaile
W. Gold

We Lead in the

-

ing.

"7

Diamond Business

am

A ji

rS A rN

lighter,

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

lEWIElllTT
LEADING JEWELERS

THE DIAMOND PALACE

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

A fS A,

f

A fS A

i

A

ri

s

li

makes

the

the cares

less,

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life sua"
protects your I'ome.
IN

YOUR

i
I

HOME

i

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
LEADING DRUGGISTS
Matl Orders Filled Same Day Received.

i"

For Your Christmas Table

f

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

ow

Iv'nil

i am

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

to suit all tastes, all purses

i i

afc

and the worries fewer.

DIAMOND BROKER

P. Schutt

ti

A

am

telephone

The
duties

All Sizes, All Prices,

WORK

a

Ave.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

All our diamonds are left on loans and unredeemed,
enabling us to sell cheaper than our competitors can
buy. We get them at our own price, you get the
i benefit.

Christmas Candy

DRAWN

Your choice either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for economical buyers ' all through
our store. vt o o x ot x

ALBERT FA BE

and 7.30 to
.

's

As ivf.ty housekeeper can understand,
lurnl alum and sulphuric acid the
lnjr:5;cnt3 of all alum and
powders
must carry to
.J.
th-f
acids injurious to health.

pi

Mala,

re-tli- e

Look to Vegas Authorities.
man who joes not want his name
published declared an unknown man
threatened him at Islota Wednesday
night.
He ?aid iho' man wore two
coats and as near as be could remember, seeing him in the fitful glare of
a lantern, he resembled the body of
the person found.
No underclothes were on the body
when it was found.
It is thought he
took off a part ()f his clotlus some
distance from where the bodv was

-

ty::

who
i
say that
Healers
uiose
Stomach
have used Chamberlain's
aad Uver Tablets are quite loyal to
persuaded to
them and can not l
take any substitute. Ott a free sain-- , StHions 10
at any drug store, give them a
.
trial and you, too, will want them In
preference to any other. They cure
Good Musk
stomach troubles, biliousness and

r

C.

Baking Powder carries
only healthful qualities to the food.
F-Acz-

HVE

For Tabourettg,

Just Like Cut

1

i

Died

ruary 25, 1888.
11 months

Age 51 years

MEXICAN

4

$ip

Only

Opera House Roller Rink

EMDE?

Made Fresh Every Day.
Call
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS

yond the conception of arty one
who has not used it. It will
make your food of a delicious
tote, a moist and keeping
quality and a digestibility not to
be obtained from any other baking powder or leavening agent.

LADIES FREE TONIGHT!

MAN'S NAME

--

GrPmBaSdiig

PAGE
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EVENING CITIZEN.

BOTH PHONES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

I

The St. Elmo

0

JOSEPH

1

(20

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLt: A NO
CLUB ROOMS

I

oooos

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Christmas Cigars
25 in a Bex

Kirster Bros., Manufacturers
S05 South Second Street

Traveling Auditor Safford
According to
Law.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25,

TMY TIM'S CMRESTMA
Christmas Carrol"

0K01TIES
y

CITIZEN.

EVENT NO

ALIHIQUERQITF

PACE SIX.

From "A

The Yuletide Masterpiece That Hat
Made Countless Hearts Throb.

By

T

rKf Mrs. Cratch it,
(In sseel out but poor-wife.
Cratrhlt's
gown, but
ly In a twin turneel
up

Then

lrrs

Charles DicKens

.,

THE CHRISTMAS

PRESENT STORE

p p p

"

V

ill

which lire cheap
show for Klxpnce;
m .ike a goodly
5
I
she laid the cloth, assisted by,
and
Bernalillo. Chaves. Colfax and
Cratchit,
second of her
daughters, also brave in ribbons;
San Miguel Head the
while Master Peter Cratchit plunged
List.
a fork in the saucepan of potatoes, j
and getting the corners of his mon(Hob's private
TiavilliiB Auditor ('has. strous shirt collar
V. SafTorel yeMorilny certified to the property, conferred upon his son nnd
Im.irdf" of county conitnlnsion''l s of the heir in Tionor of the day) into his
counties of New Mexico as to the mouth, rejoiced l find himself so
ot the respective coun gallantly attired and yearned to show
clnKsificiVtion
ties, in accordance with the provisions his linen In the fashionable park3.
)
I
1
nf sections 1 and 7. chapter tin. laws And now two smaller Cratchits, boy
ot 1'.tnr, entitled. "All Act to Regulate and girl, came tearing in, screaming
the tUassification of the Counties and that outside the baker's they had
rjxin.; the Salaries of Certain County smelt the goose and known it for
Officials Then of."
their own; an.l basking in luxurious
Thrs claKsitlcation Is hasi-- on the thoughts of sage and onion, these
the
cash remitted to the territorial treas- young Cratchits danced about
Master Peter
urer lurim; the fiscal year closing
table and exalted
30 last and which was collCratcliit to the skies, and he. not
the collar marly
liy the county treasurers und'T the proud ( although
'
s
VI
i
,
L.
levy crtified liy the territorial auditor choke il him I. blew the lire until the
tortile Vtar I'.ni.V Hernalillo, Chaves, slow p.. t alius bubbling up, knocked
Oiif.ix nd San Miue are in class A; loudly at tbe saucepan lid to lie let
tir.v;t, lass U: Pona Ana. Kddv. out and p' tled.
i
...
......
V
.Iaiii.i, Otero. Socorro. I'nion and
"What has f.,d over your pn clous
x?
Cratchit
Mrs.
in class C; Santa IV ami Sierra father then?" said
And
in f lxss I), and C.uadalupe. I,inc"ln. "Anil your brother. Tiny Tim!
last Christ
McKinley, Mora, tjuay. Kio Arriha. Maltha warn't as Ian
10t:-Sandoval. San .luan. aos mas dav bv half an hour." '
anil Torrance in class K.
Here's Maitha, mother: cried a
A eompurison of the collections
girl, appearing as she spoke.
i
and Itl'it;
Heres Martha, mother', c.ricti unthe years of
nur.au,
young
tuts.
the fact that the conditions of two
Irate
j
v
sr T
s.
"
"
'
(
the counties are In much better shape there's such a goose. Martha.
"i
ii" INi !" aH
"
'
my
'SrA'.fr
Why, blesi my heart alive,
at the. present time than a year ai?o.
said Mrs.
dear, how late you are:
Thf aggregate collections under the
"COD m.KSS KVERYONE! " SAID TINY TIM, THE LAST OF ALL.
terrihorial levy during tile year of Cratchit, kissing her a dozen times
amounted
bonnet
nulla,
and
was
shawl
off
fifteen
taking
which
her
t:0r
and
to ?40O,23.r..42 Rt the end of the fiscal for her with officious zeal.
that
fetch the guoBu, with which they
out liy apple sauce and mashed Cratchit 'aid, and calmy too,
is
as
year,
present
For
the
ywir.
We'd a deal of work to finish up returned in high procession.
potatoes, il was a sufficient dinner h" regarded It as the greatest suc- i
classlflca-timfollowing
girl.
ami
replied
by
the
indicated
the
last night."
Such a bustle ensued that you! t' r the whole famil ; indeed, as Mrs. cess achieved by Mrs. Cratchit since
iind Mhich is made under a terri- we had to clear away mis rauruius, might have thought a goose the rar Cratchit said with great delight (.sur- tin r marriage.
said
Mrs. Cratchit
agmills,
the
torial levy of fourteen
mother."
est of all birds; a feathered phe-- i veylug one small atom of a bone up- - that now the weight was off her
puryou
long
as
territorial
mind,
as
gregate collections for
Well, never
nomenon. to which a black swan was on the dish), thev hadn't ate it all 'mind, she would confess she had had
..
poses was $493,451.4:1, nhowini? a large- are come, .. . said. mis.
i.thiciih. HUi a matter of course and in truth it' at last! Yet i verve. ne had had; her doubts about the quantity of
decreased
a
on
my
dear,
fire,
return
ye down before the
ly increased
was .something very like it In that ( iioul'Ii. and th" youngest Cratchit in Hour. Everybody had something to
levy. ' Tills is a creditable showing and have a warm, 1ird bless ye!"
house. Mrs. Cratchit made the gravy particular were steeped in sage aad say about it, but nobody said or
can
territory
coining.
'No, no!
There's father
and one of which the
(ready beforehand In a little sauce-- ; onion to the eyebrows! Hut now the thought it was at all a small pudding
well he proud, and is no doubt largely cried the two young Cratchits, who pan) hissing hot; Master Peter mash-- ' nlates beinir changed bv Miss Belinda, for a large family. It would have
done
once.
"Hide ed the potato's with incredible vigor; Mrs. Cratcliit bit the room" alone
1he result of the effective work
were everywhere at
been flat heresy to c!i I so. Any C rat-tby Traveling Auditor Safford.
Martha, hide!"
hint at
Miss Belinda sweetened up the apple' too nervous to bear witness to take chit would have bin shul
came
of
Allowing is the classification
.So Martha hid herself, and in
sauce; Martha dusted the hot plates; the pudding pp nud bring it in.
such a thing.
counti"3 and amounts received from little Hob. the father, with at least the two young Cratchits s't chairs fori Suppose it should not lie done
At last dinner was all dene. The
each.
three feet of comforter, exclusive oi everybody, not forgetting themselves, enough! Suppose it should break in cloth was cleared, tin- hearth swept
down
before and mounting guard upon their posts, turning
Amount remitted
tlho fringe, hanging
Suppose soiik body and the fire mailt up. The compound
out!
Class him: and his threnelliare clothes darn- - crammed spoons into their niotitho! should have got over the wall of the in the jug being tasted and consider
to Territorial
1907.
seasonTreasurer, 1'Juii
Oounty.
brushed to look
were
,! n and Tiny
lest they should shriek for goose be-- ! back yard and stolen it. while they ed perfect, apples and oranges
A
41.28S.42
Tim upon his shoul- - fore their turn came to be helped. At wire merry with the gooe a sug put upon the talde and a shovelful
Iternaiillo
able: and
a
A
43.933.SS
Chares
last, the dishe-- were set 02, and grace gestion at which the two young of chestnuts on the fire.
der. Alas for Tiny Tim. he bore
Thru all
A
37.802.79
Utile crutch, and bad limbs support- - was said. It was succeeded by a! Cratchits lxcame livid!
Colfax
All sorts of the Cratchit family drew round tho
c ed bv an iron frame!
2:..75H32
Hona. Ana
hearth, in what Hob Cratchit called
breathless pause cn Mrs. Cratchit, horrors were supposed.
O
25.182.19
Hddy
"Whv. wheres our Martha?" cried looking slowly all along the carving
A great deal
Hallo!
of steam! a circle, meaning half a one; and at
I
n
34.fi31.n3
raut
nob Cratchit, looking round.
knife, prepar. il to plunge il into the The pudding was out of the copper. Bob Cratchit's elbow stexiel the family
K
7.955.89
Guadalupe
"Not coming.' said Mrs. Cratchit.
breast; but when she did, and when A smell like a washing day! That display of glass, two tumblers and
"
E
11,775.54
Lincoln
"Not coming! said Ikib with a sud- a long expected gush of stuffing is- was ihe cloth. A smell like an eat- custard cup without a handle.
C
20.409.32
.leclensliin In his hich spirits, for sued forth, one murmur of delight ing house nr.il a pastry cook's next
l4ina
These held the hot stuff from the
13,273.09
McKinley' .
ho had been Tim's blood horse all anise all round the board, and evin door to each other and a laundress' jug, however, as well as golden gob
I'10.141.49
Mora
the wav from church and had come
Tiny Tim, excited by the two young next door to that!
That was the lets would have done, and Bob serv
O
24.944.65
"Not coming upon Cratchits, beat on the table with the pudding! In. half a minute Mrs It out with beaming looks, while the
linnin ramnant.
Otero
0,409.63
''
Quay
Christmas day!"
handle :f his knifo and feebly cried, Cratchit entered flushed, but smil- chestnuts on the fire sputtered and
U
9.165.92
Rif Arriba
Martha didn't like to See him dls Hurrah!
ing proudly with the pudding, like cracked nolsely. Then Bob proposed:
10,723. .o
h
Roosevelt .
appointed, if it were only a joke; so
"A merry Christmas to us all, my
There never was such a goose! Pub a speckled cannon ball, so hard and
K
5,543.06
Sandoval
she came out prematurely from lie- - said he didn't believe there ever was firm, blazing In half a quartern of dears. Gob bb?ss us!"
K
10,406.14
hind the closet door nnd ran into his such a goose cooked.
San .loan
Which all the family
Its tenderness Ignite brandy, nnd bedight with
A
37,123.33
Siin Miguel
amis, while the two young Cratchits
said
"God bless us every one!"
flavor, size and cheapness were Christmas holly stuck into the top.
18.540.31
I' i hustled Tinv Tim and lire him off and
Santa l'e .
Bob Tiny Tim, the last of all.
Oh, a wonderful pudding!
the themes of universal admiration.
I
16.791.54
ir.tn tbe wash hulls'.
that he might
Sierra
23,718.16
Socorro . . .
hear the pudding singing in the copR I nor
7,110.34
Taoa
PROPOSALS FOR WATER PIPE,
K
3.4Su.60
Torrance- . .
"And h.iw d'ul little Tim behave?"
COMING EVENTS
Fitting:'. Electrical Machinery, Bullel
c asked
22.363.15
Union
Mrs. Cratchit, when she had
el,- Ing
Albuquerque
Materials.
24.918.02
Valencia. .
his creilulilv and lloh
19IIH
fit w Mexico
to
his
had hugged his daughter
Deoimber 21 My Wire's Family.
Sealed proposals nlaiiily marked on
.$493,454.43
Total
heart's content.
envelope,
January 1 The Marriage of Kitty. the outsiilo of the
"As cood as gold." said Hob, "and
ProiKsals feir Water Pipe, etc., and
By Helen Lucy Vanderpoel-Jahnsoj Matinee and night.
DENVKK. COLO., NOV. 26. 1906.
Somehow
he gits thought
better.
January 2s Paul utlmore, la ale. aeldresse'il to the undersigned at Albu
Seaod proposals in triplicate will be fill, sitting by himself so much, and
:
Eleven Yeavs Old.
February 1 King Hichard,
the qiierque. New Mexico, will be receiv
received here until 11 o'clock a. m., thinks the strangest things you ever
Third, by John Grflith.
id at the Indian School until 2 o'clock
IK3Comber 26, 1906, and then opened heard.
He told me, coming home,
4
Hoyt's Comedy Com- p. m. of January 5, l'JOT, for furnish
my
I am going to tell you about
far tlhe purchase from the United that he hoped th" people saw him In
pany.
ing end delivering to the
as reStates of standing tindKT on the Fort the church, because he was a cripple, Christmas in Rouen and how I
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
iiured dining the fiscal year ending
Claus.
WJsgate, N. M., niiitary reservation, and it might be pleasant for them to
February 6 Messenger Boy.
June 3d, l'jo". uliout 118 tons of cast
I lived
in an old convent, oet of
approximately estimate!! at 68.138,000 remember upon Christmas day who
February 9 Crouton Clarke.
iron water pipe, 8 lire hydrants and
loard feet. The timber to bo re- made lame beggars walk and blind which the monks had been driven a
by tees, crosses, ells, valves, etc., one
February 11 Julius
Caesar
little while before, but some used to
moved under substantially tlie regula- men see."
triplex
connected
Charles Hanford.
direct
nunip
tions governing similar sales by the
Bob's voice was tremulous when crep In still, and it. gave one the
power motor, one horizon
March 14 The County Chairman. to
department of agriculture.
he told them this, and trembled more creeps to see them suddenly appear, This
is the banaer performance of tal centrifugal pump belted to Ghorse
Complete information and blank when he said that Tiny Tim wa3 as one would suppose, through the
power motor; also a quantity of brick
wall, but there really wens a lot of the season.
tuds will be furalshed on application growing strong and hearty.
lumber,
builders' hardware, pig lead
0
passages
wall
placed
in
the
or to quartermas-r- .
secret
At the undersigned
was
heard
active
little
crutch
His
Mrs. Bambini, ai Scr parlors, tio. ;jute packing, etc., ss per full list and
upon the ilior and back camo Tiny where nobody would dream of there
Fort Wingate. United States
at the
obtainable
!!09 West Kallroad
avenue. Is pre- - specifications
the right to accept or reject Tim before another word was spoken, being such things.
school. Bidders must state in their
We had to traverse a court in fine pared to give thorough scalp
any or all bids or any part thereof. "scorted by his brother and sister, to
and In bad weather wo had ment, do hair dressing. tro..w corns, bill tho proHised price of each
Knvelopes containing bids to be mark- h's stool beforo the fire; and while
to be offered under contract,
on Fort Bob turned up his cuffs as if, poor to go through a long corridor to get bunlonB and Ingrowing nails. Sht
ed "Proposals for Timber
to
and fellow, they wre capable of being to the large dining hall where wo took gives massage treatment and manicur- All articles so offered to bo subject reWingate, N. M., Reservation,"
Inspection.
rigid
right
is
Tho
ing.
own
Mrs.
preparation
Bambini's
mornIn
our
Of
meals.
course.
the
compounded
addressed, Col. C. A. H. McCauley, C made
shabby
more
of complexion cream builds up the served to reject any or all bids or any
some hot mixture in a Jug with gin ing we had breakfast In our rooms.
skin and Improves the complexion, part of any bid if deemed for the best
bishpapa
My
mama
and
had
the
It
and lemons and stirred
round and
and is guaranteed not to be Injurious, interests of the service. Each bid
I
you
the
had
room,
please,
op's
if
and
slm$6.00
on
put
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT
it
the hob to
round and
sne also nrepares a hair tonic that must be accompanied by certified
PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE, mer; Master Peter and the two "ant re chumbre" (ante chamber.)
cures and prevents dandruff and hair check or draft made payable to the
a
through
You
convent
the
entered
to
W. H. HAHN & CO.
ubiquitous young Cratchits went
out; restores life to dead hair; oreler of the commissioner ot Indian
gnat arched door, and In coming in falling
and in going out you could see my removes moles, warts and superfluous affairs feir at least 5 per cent of the
window, which was very long. Now, hair. Also a face powder, a freckle amount of the proposal, which check
cure and pimple cure and pile cure. or dr3lt will lie forfeited to the United
I will begin and tell how I saw Santa
All of tbe.se preparations are purety States in case a bidder receiving an
Claus.
Mama and papa had gone out to vegetable compounds. Have Just ad- award shall fail to execute promptly
midnight mass, to the urand cathedral ded a vibrator machine for treatment a satisfactory contract in accordance
of Houen, and I was In bed (perhaps of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles with his bill, otherwise to be returaod
pain to the bidder. Bids accompanied I
I forgot to add that my room opt tied It Is also used for rheumatism,
c?sh, in lieu of certified cheek, will
into mama's through a gnat door) and massage
not
considered.
For further in
and the stockings wen- hung on he;
(t
X
ei
ef
ef if T
formation apply to Bl'ItTON I). CCS
curtains (In mania's room) for fear
i
TEH, SUPERINTENDENT.
The Citizen Print Shop Is
of burning at the fire place, because
where you can get the most for
we had a very old one, built away
(In
your money. We print every,
HOME
MADE ARTICLES. SUIT
back in the twelfth century.
thing but greenbacks and postABLE FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS.
AT
Houi n they have the queerest coal 1,
age stamps.
MRS. M. C. WILSON'S. 224 WEST
Either phone.
ever saw. It is square and has lit-GOLD AVENUE.
tio round holes to let the tlann s
through, and it looks just exactly as
though a whole lot of eyes were slai-- j
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Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

Remember there are only
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More Buying Days Before Christmas!
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BENHAM
Indian Trading
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COR. RAILROAD AVE, and FIRST ST.

OPEN EVERY

NIGHT
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J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Gioml, Vice President.

it

Successors to

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

I

Cigars
Wines, Liquors and
.
.I

Um

I

most fastidious

F.

.

41

bar complete

.L.

Have been appointed exclusive agents in the Southwest for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Freweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention,
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best T Ineriet,
Distilleries and Breweries In the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write tor Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
Issued to dealers only.
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Socreury
Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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Chas. Mellnl,
O. Bachechi,
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Is besr understood
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

saw-Sant-

ssaKiS99ms9mm
(Eighty-fiv- e

Chickering & Sons Pianos

treat-weathe- r,

1m-

-

j

Quickly

Tvery hou

has

ing

It

cold room. Almnriiial weather
ciiiKlitiuiis, inadequate stove or
furnace heat elien result in some particular
t
ot
lie
house bring culd anj cheerless. You
ratt
Can make home warm and cheerful with the

at

you.)

Some people came up to wish me
a happy Christmas (the fireplace was
juts like the kind S. C. likes), when I;
on Ihe roof, then
heard a light
silence, then a kind of rustling, olid- Ing noise, and
think it was Santa
was so busy fighting my
Claus.
way through a thick line of girls that
I was
just in lime to see bis cemt-tail- s
flying up the chimney.
Santa Claus has a bt to d. ami
that good old fellow never complains
the;
of all the babies coming inte
he
world.
"The more the
says, with his happy laugh.
1

The Elite Restaur ant
New,

Oil

Heater

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

Carry it t
Itomroem to room. Turn wick high or
djiiKfr. bninkelt 3 device prevents smoke and smell.

ns a lamp.

there's no
asy to operate

low
I

All parts easily clean. .l. Brass nil fount beautiliilly
bossed. Holds 4 quarts of oil anJ burns 9 hours, (jives intense
nrai. 1 wuiiinslies nickel an 1 Japan. HanJsome, useiul. reliable.
I very beater warranted.
II not ut your dealer's urite our
nearest ai,.n.y lor Uv&cri-tivcircular.

cm-

-

j

'f Ohio, fit y or TulMo.
I.ucas t'ounty urn.
iniikt'H until that ne
J.
Frank
S
1st
llrm of
parlnur ot lliobiiHliii-H.nior
In tne
I 'hi
i'ii., rtiiiim
l.
t'uy uf Tolnlii. feiuiuy ami Htate
unil tlmt milil linn will luiy the U"J
nf eiNK IIDNI.KKD Drtl.l.A ICS for
of ( ularrh that cannot
and
Catarrh
de cure d by lite hhh of Hull
rem.
FKANK J. CHKNl'-V-.
In
me i.ml Biitxu-Hworn to
my ir
thin tilh day of Uecemher.
A. 1. 1ao.
A. V. C.I.KASeiS.
.
)
Notary Ful.li''.
Cure tn taken internally
II..IIH
I.L.od and
on
tly
the
and
ihr.i
Hurfo iM of thej Bysuiii. bend for
free.
F. J. CHUNKY t I'd, Frop.
Toli'ito, oh!".
Take Hall's Fumlly Filln for
State
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Cat-irr-
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Foundry and
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Buildings.

Cars;
a

Isaftlai.

ITeaU

R0pair on Mining and mill Machinery a Spaolaltp
foundry east side et rallro4 track.
AJkBQaorsie.

.

1882.)

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in muslo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay
ment plan.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
South Second street.

EL!

MBsmMI

The World

at the way some folks
get rich. People censure individuals,
firms and corporations
who obtain
wealth in an illegitimate manner. We
have built up our plumbing trade and
acquired our reputation In a legiti-matway and will be pleased to be
favored with your contracts for any
kind of plumbing or tinning work.
is surprised

e

J.

L. BELL & CO.,
West Silver Avenue.

Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street.
Both Phones.
1

Machine Works

R. P. HALL, Propria tor
tings; Ore, Coal and Lsmber
Ci
Fullers, Grade liars. Babbit Uetal; Coltmns
Iron and Brass

N 1USI O
WHITSON
(Established

J. F. PALMER

Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
120 W. Silver Ave.

A I b uqiserque

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

122

tip-ta-

1

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Conccdfd today to be Ihe best in Ihe world

'

To Heat
Cold Rooms

o

.

If you have trlexi other tailors and
aro not satisfied why not try us.
We know we can "lease you, once
you gi t a suit of us you are sure to
amies again, as ejur work is all strictly

first

(

lass.

Clemming,

Nash ErORlectrical Supply Co.

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL
I. amps, Chandeliers, Slueles and
Have your House Wired.
Kiectrie
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
0 w. Railroad Avenue
Botn Phonee
K-- t

iircssins

und

repairing

eioue on nhort notice.
If you want something right give us
a

trial.

DeMns in Table
1

lous.-l'urni.ilnno-

s.

F. T0ME1 & PRO.
I

tlRaHroa1 Avenue

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

ATnnOTTEHQVE

25. 1906.
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PACE SEVtN
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P.QRTIE RES
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evening cttizet?.
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-

Vehicles
... AND ...

Harness
at Reduced
Prices.

Comfort and Happiness
Go Hand in Hand
Buy your wife a pood comfortable
rooker and she will gnet you with
a smile.

J. D.

EMMONS

Labor Saving Devices
Are the Order
OLD KRIS

says buy your wife sonu tlim? useful
as well as ornamental. .In tliia day of the day and the ladles are entitled
of eominerci.il activity it In proper
to buy something with commercial to the benefit of the improvement.
Therefore, Kris makes a few Buy a combination conch and bed.
A thing of beauty is a Joy forever. value.
New Portieres will l.nnirn up tne succestions from the large stock of
home considerably.
D

J.

The Furniture
EXSEEroancP

J. The EMMONS
Man.

D. EMMONS
The Furniture

Man.

ON!

Furniture
wltbh he recommends to
purchasers.

Man.

a,

PRESIDENT.

111

E

Very Satisfactory Test Made
on C. & W. Railroad.
What the Wire Said.
"Train No. ti, C.
Between Carrollton

Elk's Opera House.

0
D
0

U. E. Cain, who will leave the Roek
Island January I. has a position waiting for him on the Denver
Rio
position gives
Grande.
Tie' new
hint the distinguished title of assist-aa- t
Vice
C.
President
II
to
Salachs. and was created
far him.

II

H

a

I

n
n

era that are being use;! west of Wins-low- .
The oil fire is severe on the
boilers of the locomotives. If this is
true, the Santa P" will be after more
Gallup coal

0

The Itl.uk biolheia and John
ihe Rock Island train robbers,
hae been s'lltent'tj tij fcj.Tve swell
years each In Ihe federal
at
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r box) cancel the liver.
ic.'i, cure
iji.it lou.
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FEARED

;JAN.

HER FRIENDS
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Articles ef Incorporation.
'I'be following rticlcs of incorporation bave been li!'d in tl
Illc.. of
Territorial St retary J. W. Haynolds:
The Taos Te!t oliiiac cimpany.
iilace of bnsinem at Tsus. Taos
y. Territniial ;'ireiit, Thomas IV
Marti,
at Taos, Capit.l stock
divide, i.ito one tbousatid shares
of Hie par vah
f $lu each.
i'om
nienciiiir l.iisiin s with t- -.
Object
operating local ;:nd ior.t; distanct tele-- I
lione lines. Duration lift v years. Incorporators. Isaac V. Dwire. Curol
I). Dwire. Frank C. Fllis. Thomas I.
Mania, of Taos and .luan
Vliril of
i

I'riti-filia-

Jules Murry's Comedy Co.
loaded ly
I

Miss FLORENCE GEAR

B
U

HOUSE.

--

l'y

"I just

know my friends will rat;
death. s please ibm't put it in
the papers that we re married," pleaded Miss .Mamie Craliam at the court
bouse yesterday, where Justice of
Hi
I'eice Miguel Ch vcy. si'ld the
words that made her the wife of
Vance (ireej. an employe of the San-

(4

Hi lo

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
.
olTLbS ON THE MARKET OF

-

SVWrfxr--

r

J. KORBER

v

-

i

e

itch-inn-

(Juar-antee-

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

&

CO.,

CURE

WITH

THE

Meat Market

LUNGS

All Kindt of Fresh

Dr. King's

New Discovery
FORfjOUCHSand

a

THIRD STREET

KILLthe COUGH

Prte

60c & $1.00
Fret Trial.

and Salt Mtasa.
Steam 8ausage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Btrart,

W. E.

mix fs

Dr. vvillltinis'Iniltnn Pile
i
lintniudtwill cure Blind,
Hk'cUiiH'
and Kt;liln
l'll( s. 1 1 ulisnri'H t lie tumors.
iIIuvh tlie itcblti at ein'c artA
.in a PtttiUlro. LF'lctt ltislnnt rn.
In f. lr.
ililanis'lndnin 1'ile Ointment
f.lr I'llfwuiwl li.'h.
Ini? xt llin piiviu.. p;iriM.
I'.vcrv lox Is
i. iirninic i. jiv (irii: iri-'- s.
1'V until on m-- c
lft of rrlt". Mt rent untl if
I, via" i. u 7,71?
KWJFACTURINa CO.. it..pm..
FOR SALE HY S. VANN & SON.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

MAUGEP

WOOL

Surest and Uuickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY SACK.

with Raaoe

A

Mauser.

Office, 115 North

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

TOTI A ORAO I
Dealera

In

Groceries, Provisions,

uratn and FueL

Fine Line of Imported Wines, Ltqtart
and Clgara. place your order tat
this line with us
NORTH THIRD 8TRJC
7

BECKER HOTEL
New Management, November

Opposite the Santa

I, 1906

re

Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprittor
BKLKM, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL B3TAT.
LOA.N8.

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldl.

of Kitty.

'

I

LATEST

ALBUOL
- CROUE. NEW MEXICO

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROB. Prop:
LIVERY AND

ta Ft
Mamie and Vane,

com-pany-

THE

Carriages, Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc.,
Harness & Saddles,

JffitiL

The Marriage

-

j

j j j j

IN-

-

BOARDING

SADDLE

STABLB

HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties an
at special rates on week
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John SI

lllii

rfa

A. E. WALKER,
riRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Aaart
COMING IN OUT
tloo. Office at 217 West Rallraoa
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly
heated
house, but It Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If vnnn Is InnU. ' W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
lng In aay wuy, or if you are undecided what Is the best system to in- LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANSstall In a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy anj .ni.,.
able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought
and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE niTi
Standard Plumbing &He3!ing Co Second Street, between Railroad aa
copper Avenue.
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TABLISHMENTS. THE DELES PATENT ROLLER
K.O BARRELS DAILY;
LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL. FLOUR WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO
ITS IMPORTANCE
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
MILL. CAPACITY

oocoootos)oooa
loeototototototoootottocotot
c ac

"I907"

are colored.
The Biggest Comedy Hit of the Past
"Your friends read The Kveninir
Two Seasons.
Citizen lo find out the news and if
they discover that your wedding Is THIS YEAR FUNNIER THAN EVER
left out they will feel the paper is not
BEFORE.
Kelti:iK what they v;y for," sugfrestd
Talpa.
the reporter to whom the ubove
.
Hell ami
Contracting
MATINEE
50c, 75c and $1.00
was addressed.
Itinciial place or business i
The newly married couple will re- NIGHT
New Mexico, at Raton, Colfix county.
75c $1. and $1.50
I'erritorial asent. Krnest Ruth at Ra- - side at r. lo West Lead avenut
Seals on sale Saturday, Dee. 2!Mh.
ton. Capital stock SLTi.uuu. Object geaA Miraculous Cure.
ral eontiactins business. Duration,
The following statement bv H. M.
King of All Cugh Medicines.
fifty ytars. Incorporators (ieorRp Hell
and wife, Henrietta, Pa., will
Md. K. (5. Case, a mail carrier of
J. Smith of Pueblo 'oun-- Adams
and Marl-iInterest parents and others. "A mir- Canton Center, Conn., who
ty. Colorado, end A. Levy or Muer-ftnhas been
county. Colorado. The cimpa.'iy aculous cure has taken place 5 In our in thii I!. S. service for about sixteen
home.
years
child
eczema
Our
had
says:
years,
was incorporated originally in Colo- "We have tried many
w.ih pronounced Incurable, when coiirIi medicines for croup, but Chamrado and filed amended articles to and
wo read about Kloctrlc Bitters, and berlain's CoiikTi Remedy is king
of al!
comply with the laws of New Mexico. ((included
to try it. Hefore the sec- and oaf- to be relied upon every time.
ond bottle was all tnkn we noticed a We also find It the best remedy to.1
Itch: Itch! Itch! Scratch! Scratch change for the better, and after tak-lui- ?
jconnhs and colds, plvlns certain re- Scratch! The more you scratch the
7 Isittles
was
he
completely
worse the Itch. Try IVian's Ointment. cured." It's up to date blood modi-cin- suits " and leavinw no bad after (
fects
For Bale by all driiKRists.
.
It curts plies, eczema, any skin
and body buildlns tonic.
All ili'UKKists sell it.
50c and $100 at all drusgists.
A Citizen Want ad does the work.

EI. EN IS :il MILKS SOi:TII
AI.HI'QL'ER-Ql'E- .
N. M . AT THE JUNCTION OF Till: MAIN
I. INF. OF THE SANTA FIC SYSTEM
I.EAUINO
EAST AND WEST FROM CIIR'AtJO, KANSAS
CITY. r.AI.YESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGE1.E3, AND FROM TIIE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
l.'jdO BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
4' FEET. LAID OUT WITH 11ROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 2.) FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
ANT)
GRAND
OLD SHADE
TREES;
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $1C.(H)0; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1,500
COMMERCIAL
PFOri-F- ;
SEVERAL
LARCE MERCANTILE ES13

l

Jlo.-i'"o-

Its Location

te

ONE,

LICENSE:

joaoototoBotoctoeotoeotot
tojotototototoootototototot

a

I'll.

Kit M'KSK.

MATINEE and NIGHT
OFFICIAL MATTERS

tele-pbo.i-

--

Waster Mechanic1 I. C. Hicks and
Mrs Hicks left
if Saturday night
far the I'acilic coast, where i! is their
purpose to i, .lnam ever .New i ear.

1

COURT

--

RIOT OF FUN AND
MUSIC.
Headed by Those Funny

PRICES
50c 75c and $1
Seats on sale at Matson's Thursday, December Z", at ! o'clock.

WOULD "RAG" THEM
Notary Public Appointed.
Al.
Merril of Alliuquerqiie.
ALFRED R. CHEEVER, ROSWELL, n,','nalill ) ccurity, has be. n :iixdlited MAMIE GRAHAM
a notaty public l,y (Jnvi-rnoAND VANCE
Ma mer
TO WED LAURA A. SIMPSON,
GREEN MARRIED
man.
THIS AFTERSANTA FE.
NOON AT COUNTY

a
a

MCRPY

Comedians

IKJOSKVK I.T DKl.l. AN' I)

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
NUE

VISIT212OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

DEC. 3 1 St

Book by Hal Stephens
Music and Lyrics by H. B. Linton

Koss

.

'H i

McCABE and MADDERN
THE REAL LAUGHTING SHOW

MISS TIIKDl.miA

203

At Consistent
Prices

AND

INSURANCE MAN APPLIES
MARRIAGE

I

's
Family9

Vt

'

n
n
u

Leavenworth,,

-

c-

'

A

OffDUoonBanDfiBEainzB

Ptrt

-

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

III

-

FOR

PRESCRIPTIONS

M(G(pv.
l'rosents tlic
Merry Musical Mixup

Knnc1E.VKr,T Bf.UL. and
hmf nurse luMJIiIKtiLVbv

V

!

the Santa Fe
lh.. ...1 hin-it- .

K

One Night
Only

"

VvK

WE FILL

EMMONS

W.M.

((
.

D.

Tllmra

start.

i3EszmminajnnB

fff

w

thein-s"lve-

that

Man.

jNv

-

Cornr First Strttt and

The Furniture Man.
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

On Oct. 11, when Gen. Hell wna

Alfred K. Cbeever. of U sw( II, was
Krant(d a license to wed l.auri A.
Simpson of Santa F at the office of
l'robate Clerk Walker yesterday.
were tlie
made with
Itev. Htiph A. Cooper of the First
c
chureh over the
and the prospective bride and
imim diately departed for tiie
residence (if the reverend K;.Hlem n
to
ive the ceremony performed.
LIFE MORE SACRED
Mr. Cheever is a sjeclal ag nt for
THAN COMMERCE.
the .Mutual Life Insurance company.
"Lite and limb are more sacred li. was formerly connected with the
United States land office at Santa Ke
that Interstate commerce."
This is the contention of the attor- u. hut M. K. (Hero, registrar. It was
neys for the state in the case of Kred tin re he wooed and won the jdy.
Peterson and John Glynn, engineer
and fireman on a Union Pacific train,
says the Railway Journal. The men
THANKS, AWFULLY
are accused of exceeding the speed
limit while passing through the town
of Schuyler, Neb. Briefs in the case
The employes of The Kveuitij; Citihave just been filed with the clerk zen are deeply indebted to the firm of
of the supreme court of that state. RothenbeiK & Schloss for a box of El
The two employes of the Union Pa- Kraterno clours, with the compliments
cific were arrested and fined for run- of the season, and everybody is smokning their train faster than ten miles ing up.
na hour as prescribed by the Schuyler ordinances. They appealed to the
ft el srotifr, have Rood appetite
supreme court, alleging that the or- andTo digestion,
sleep
and endinance constituted an unreasonable joy life, use Ilurdocksoundly
lllothl Hitters,
aarf unconstitutional interference with t.ie ureal systtm
tolc and builder.
the handling of interstate commerce
ami the United States mail.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no ther.
There was a pretty bad wreck on
the Magdalena branch Tuesday noon,
says the Socorro Chiettain.
As the
train from up the hi'.l was crossing
California street at the Crown mill a H
wheel on a freight car broke in two
In the middle, ami three cars loaded
with ore from the Kelly mine were
derail' d and turned partiy over. The
passenger coach remained
m
the
track. No inconvenience it iil'cil to
c
the passeti'-M'- i s. utib ss. HiKihly, nnii
of them objeit'd I') a short walk to
their hotels.

.'ixL-u-

J.

pro.-c'd'!-

"Successful conversation has been
held, with Cincinnati and other points.
An attempt was made to talk with
Melville IS. Stone, general manager of
the Associated Press, and Gen. Sheldon, of the same service, a t
The New York connection
was obtained, but owing to heavy
weather conditions in the east the
conversation
was not satisfactory.
The Iouisvillo and Worthville longdistance telephone operators
said they were unable to talk
with the New York operators with
any success. The numbers of the
party believe that the success of the
invention is established.
"CHARLES T. MOOHK."

It is reii.iited
will Knur

desk Is a good

D. EMMONS
The Furniture

C'

inspecting some of his mining prop- erty in the gold district, he received
the surprising information that his
wife had borne him a son and heir,
So dated was the general that he
started for hc.nu at. once and on the
way telegraphed the glad tidings to
the
and advised him that
the ' boy-- ' would be named after him.
Upon reaching
home the former
rough rider discovered that the Information had been tangled and that
"Teddy" was a girl. Nevertheless he
was game and so he telegraphed ihe
president:
"The boy is a girl, but
tlxname will stand.'
The mother
consented, provided the name be
Theodora.
And that's how little Miss "Teddy"
Hell is famous, the first girl in the
world to be named after President
Roosevelt. The little miss has already received some pretty gifts from
the mistress of the white house.

(ill-to-

New-York-

fastidious

-

j.

Denver, Dec. 24. Yes. Miss "Teddy" Hell is a girl. Her full name Is
Theodora Roosevelt Dell, and it all
happened through a very peculiar
mistake.
Gen. Sherman Hell, former adjutant general of Colorado, and general
of the Colotado national guard during the labor troubles in the Cripple
Creek district, Is a personal friend
of President Roosevelt, with whom he
served in Cuba during the Spanish
war.

Railroad.
and 'Worthville,
(.Spec al.l This . Is a
Ky.( Ik'c. 21
test of the apparatus invented by Dr.
A1t D. Jones, of Louisville, for telephone communication between moving trains and stationary points or
other moving trains.
The train is
running at. a hpee.l of about twenty
miles an hour. The test is made
under adverse conditions, the weather
being muggy and the atmosphere
dead.
"In the party making the observations, beside the inventor are Theodore Harris, president of the Ixmls-villJudge
National Hanking Co.;
John C St rot her. of IjouiKville; Attorney James H. Duncan, of Can
f;:r the
I. W. Orrell. manager
Carrollton Telephone Co., and James
Gale, president and general manager
of the Carrolllon and Worthville railBradley
W. O.
road.
whh to have been present, but was
prevented by illness.
The train Is
in charge
of Conductor Charles
Hughes and Kngine.r James Mony-ban- .
W.

&

J.

Albuquerque Carriage Company

.g.

Order is the first law of Heaven.
Have a place for everything
nnd
everything In Its place. A writing

"Teddy" Was AGirl, But Bell Was Game
THROUGH AN AMUSING MISTAKE
THE FORMER ADJUTANT GENERAL
OF
COLORADO NAMED
HIS
DAUGHTER
AFTER THE

TRAINS

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS
THE ONLY
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION 18 COSTING
THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING TOPUL
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH D E PART M ELETU1
N TS.

COME

TO BELEN. N,

IVI.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsitc

The Belen Town and

0000K00Oa0
K0000Gs0OtOt0000Otl
A Railway Center
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

THE LOIS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CIASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY
DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONH
YEAR, WITH H PER CENT INTEREST THEREON
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PHICFS IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
jOHN BECKER,

Pies.
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WM. M, BERGER,

SeCy.
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EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

PACK EIGHT.

LOCAL AND
3

Believe Us

MEN

YOUNG

PERSONAL
START

II. Hrewcr, of Mexico City,
visiting here.
"W. Stanley came in yesterday from
El Paso.
I
A. Simpson, of Santa Fe, wa?
her on business yesterday.
Ir. and Mrs. Smith an- - lu re for the
holidays from Grand Canyon.
John Itippus. of Kl I'nio. was anion
the visitors In Albtiquernnp Sunday.
The Klks are among those k'epin
open house on a.l elaborate scale today.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis L. Shields are
in from the
t hot springs M spend
the holidays with their friends.
TO. 7.
Vogt. of the Glorietta MercanLive Stock company, is In the
tile
city on business for his company.
Seeundino Komero. of Las Vegas, is
transacting business in Albuquerque
and will remain here for several
days.
Cecil Philips has kit Ibis chy for
California, having resigned his position with the American Lumber com-

remember some of your friends before Christmas, and
You can
you received some presents you did not expect.
easily "square yourself" by buying a pair of our Dainty
Slippers or Shoes and sending them as a New Year's gift.
Or maybe
you were disappointed in getting that pair of
Shoes or Slippers you had counted on and they came handy
In either case we are anxious and able to
for yourself.
To

NOW

Is

For got

Youe

EARLY

serve you.
-$2.00
Stylish Shoes for Men,
1.50
Neat Slippers for Men,
1.75
Handsome Shoes for Women,
1.50
Dainty Dress Slippers for Women,
Comfortable House Slippers forWomen, 1.00
Shoes and Slippers for Children, - .60
--

to
to
to
to
to
to

$1.00

2.00
5.00

ft

May be

In the purchase cf a Piano

ODD

FO

and
its maker or seller assume
an attitude of rectitude
and even condescension
in selling it to you.

TODAY

We Carry the Largest Stock
New Pianos Ever Shown
of
low Some College Boys Spent
in This Territory.
Thanksgiving Holiday
SECONDHAND Pianos at
Away From Home.
your own prices almost.

pany.

all-wo-

Established

1900

&

l"

ol

the land ; and coarse
goat's hair is wool..

Do It Today
Learnard

'all-woo-

Hut if you are asked to
buy an
suit that
looks like a bargain, just
remember that old Mk.
Shoddy walks abroad in

SEE US betore you buy.

The folinuitig pleasant reference to
a New Mi xiio tail, horn at Uls igas
but now a citizen of Albuquerque,
when not absent lit school. Is taken
from tlie l';i lis, Mo., Appeal:
Nine stul tits from the State uni
versity at Columbia, Mo., spent the
latter part of last week in Paris, hold
ing a splendid series of meetings at
Their object
the Christian church.
was to Inipresj upon the young people
the necessity if following Christ If
tliev would measure fully up to the
It
highest standard of citizenship.
was as polidied and clever u bunch of
eal gentlemen as Paris people have
1 hey were so
met in a long time.
thoroughly In earnest that ail who
came in contact with them caught
some measure of heir zeal for higher
things.
The buys were all good singers, their quartet being of exceptional
Mr. McCall. a Callaway, Mo.
merit.
boy wlio Is destined to become a shin
ing light In the ministry, and Robin P.
Gould, of Albuquerque, N. M., a youth
of is. whose earnest prayers and stir
ring appeals will not so:n be forgot
ten, were the leading spokesmen.

1906.

ft III

I

We can save you money

Gc-org-

314 WEST RAILROAD AYE.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25,

The

woolen

weavers
clever way of
mixing DEAD and shoddy
wool with a little good
material. Of course it's
but not the
kind you would want if
you could see the raw
material. We guarantee
you against shoddy and
n
faking.

Lindemann,

have

206 W. Gold Avenne

COAL
Genuine American B0Ck per ton $6.50
6.50
Cerrlllos Lump
8.50
Anthracite Nut
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
9.50
izet
6.00
Clean Gat Coke

a

M. L. Seherer. registering from New
Castle, Ind., Is in the city, in the inrhino comterest of the
pany.
1.50
at
The ("hiiimas tree
-2.50
the Congregational church last night
WOOD
were well attended. An excellent pro$2.25
Green Mill wood, per load
gram was rendered.
2.75
Dry Mill wood, per load
flat-iroCopyright 1906 by
3.00
Factory wood, per load
Sam I'ickard. who has been spendHart'Schaffhcr
In
if Marx
the nast few weeks In a tour of
W.
Mexico. Is once more In this city, and
has resumed his duties at the Klrst
Both Phones.
National bank.
DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,
,. L. Shields, superintendent of the
DENTIST.
San Diego land grant, owned by thu
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
ROOM 2,
Jennz Ijand company. Is In the city
BLOCK.
enjoying
CROMWELL
transacting business and
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.
"ANITA THE SINGING GIRL"
the holidays.
Successor to
Delecate V. II. Andrews haa sold
his cattle hearing the brand K G bar,
numbering about 500. tm J. II. Ttleh
If oe wants to get a touch of life
ardson and Henty Opgt north, of Hllls- in the slums of New York and mingle
boro, Sierra county, N. M.
to
with poverty, misery and learn
Italph Goodwin, an Albuquerque
the startling truth of the way
loy who Is fori man of a carpenter wtird liff. they should attend a per
gane on the Faster:: railway of New formuncc of that famous comedy
Mexico. Ik honu for Christmas. Mr. drama by Owen Davis, which will aiGoodwin's headquarters are at Wil fear at the Elks' opera bouse tonight
Anita. The Singing Girl" is one
lard.
lesson
Edward Kendall, advance, agent for of those plays that carries
"Tht Marriage of Kitty," is in the and a moral with It to be rememberT. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
play
depicting
act
d.
four
is
It
a
says
lead
the
that
Mr.
Kendall
icitv.
ine ladv of "The Marriage of Kitty love, pathos, hate and passion, conwould appreciate
The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this (act more
doubt
this vear is one of the best in the summately .interwoven by a master
so true to ::ature, a
Uian do we, and anticipating a repetition Cf the gratifying patronage
sings as well as acts hand, so
She
business.
accorded ua last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of. Rich
heart story pure In thought, work
Hi nie H. Jaffa, of the Simon Stern and action, embellished by startling
Cut Glass, Hand Dcorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la addl-dltkKNIFE-always acceptable
night
company,
Clothing
started last
xciting
to our usual lines ever known In this city. The goods are on
scenic effects and intensely
and
York
on an extended visit to New
display In our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially Invite
situations a.ul climaxes. "Anita," is
Edge" Cutlery
We have the celebrated
Before return a sweet young girl brought up by the
other eastern cities.
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail inquiries.
concern
ing he will purchase for his
Spanish piople and taught to hate
Nickel Plated
Decorated
their snrlnu stuck of clothing and lier father whom she has never seen.
Hickox-Maynar- d
furnishings.
She hes sworn to kill him when they
R. K. Durham and A. M. Karstet
meet, but by good fortune he turns
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
ter. of Algodones. civil engineers em out to be the one who helps her when
Rio she Is in most need of a friend. She
nloved in the purvey of the
Sand In Your Watchea tor Repair a
Grande Land. Wat r & Power com masquerades as a newsboy and
SOUTH SECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
nanv's ii rliratu.n nroicct just ninth nurses him buck to lift- befo'e she
of this city, came ia Sunday t nd discovers who he really Is and has
115-11- 7
learned to love him too well to keep
are registered at the St urges.
'
her vow, so she leaves him. In the
"M3n Murdered For Money Polic
Between Railroad and Copper A ve.
Believe. (Scare head type). "Body of end they are united wbrn tho vil
Wealthy Robber Picked Up in Bay lainy of her companion, Manuel GoGO.
Near Stolen Island Shore." (With mez, is discovered and her fancied
affected Modesty ) Moraine Journal wrongs are proved to Ikj false.
What doe the good book say about
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
rilack cloth overgalters, seveu and
having respect for the dead.
ten
button length for men and wo
The death of Santiago Gonzales o
till wool leggings, knee lengtn
men:
currod yesterday morning at the rest tor children and women; lamb's wool
FOR.
Mr slipp.tr
dence of his brother in Borelas.
soles In all sl.es at C. May's
Gonztiles was well known among th Shoe Store, 314 West Kail road ave.
Ills death
native population here.
The
was the result of pneumonia.
POUND SALE.
:
remains will be taken t Peralta for
SEE OUR LINE OF
Interment.
Ose buy pony, with spilt ears and
Kneineer A. F. Dixon of the El brands on left hip and left shoulder,
both left feet white, will be sold to
rn. Is in the city
arend the holidays with his family the highest bidder at the city build
morning at 10
Mr. Dixon Is just out of the hospital ing on Thursday
o'clock.
at Alamogordo. whire he went a wee
THOS. MeMII.IJX.
ago with a couple of sprained wrists
City Marshal.
Ho snrained his wrists by a fall from
his engine.
Attorney C. W. G. Ward and wife
AUCTION
arrived here Sunday from Las Ve
gas to spend Christmas with Mr
Ward's mother, Mrs. II. V. Turner,
Thursday, Dec. 27th, at 1:30 o'clock
of north Thirteenth street and Harri sharp, at Mr.
Whitney's
furniture
son avenue. Mr. Ward, who Is editor store, opK)slt-the postoffice, on Sil
of the I .as Veffts Optic, will return vtr avenue. I will sell the entire
to I,a Vegas Thursday while Mrs stock, consisting la part, of cook
FINE CHINA
CUT GLASS CHAFING DISHES
Ward will make a more extended stoves, gasoline stoves, heaters, steel
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
visit.
range, cots, 12 new mattresses
springs, 6 Iron and brass beds, buffet,
J. B. Rutherford, district nianagi
SILVER PLATED WARE
for the Capitol Life insurance com- sido board, cliiflioner, dressers, 3 dinFINE CUTLERY
FOOD CHOPPERS
uanv of lxnver. returned homo re ing tables, couch and etc. See goods
Wednesday before sale; nothing sold
cently frob a policy selling trip
the "Panhandle," Texas, district. To- private.
II. S. KNIGHT,
Ruther
night.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Auctioneer.
113, lie, 1 ir.t mouth rirmt m tram t
ford will leave for Denver, and after
New Mexico
--o
4oi, 4oa, North rirtt atraat
a short stay at the' Colorado capital,
CO
TO
COMPANY
FOR
WHITNEY
Mo.,
to attend
will go to Marsaelks,
the golden wedding of Mr. Ruther- NICE GIFTS AS WELL AS USEFUL.
Fourth and Railroad Avenue
ford's parents.
BOY'S TOOL CHESTS. WHITNEY
A treat is promised the intellectual COMPANY.
people of Albtiquerquo In the lecture
THE MAZE.
which will be delivered next Monday
1Z
THE
night by Prof. Gotthard Deutsch, of
cream
French
15c
candies
Cincinnati, in Temple Albert. It had
candies
I I
I
2fc
betn intended at first to charge ad- Chocolate
creams
35c
I
I
II
i
mission to this instructive entertain- Fancy chocolate
cream candles
35c
ment, but through the generosity of Fancy oranges,
V
per
40c
RAILROAD AVE.
his congregation Rabid Kaplan Is en- Fancy bananas, per doz
40c
doz
abled to extend an invitation to the
carpet sweepers
$2.40
Diimondi, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Gla. Clocks, Bllerre. We tortie
The subject of Bissiil's
affair free of charge.
I, ace curtain stretchers
1.35
the lecture is "Oriental and Russian Mrs.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
1.10
I'oiis' sad irons
Ghettos."
5.00
Down bed comforters
Elegant
bod blankets.. 7.50
2.00
cake plates
"J "J
J J t "4
t t J? A larnc assortment
J "4 "$ J J $ t
J J j
i J & 4
of decorated
12V4C.
china plates, each
IF IT NEW YOU CAN riNO IT AT 122
2d St.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Propr.

3.50

Krell-Frenc-

all-wo-

I

Largest Line of Candy in the City

H. HAHN &CO.

...SIMON STERN...

C. N. BfUGHAM
4 F. F.

Trotter

-

JUST

TO REMIND YOU

nv-li.-

CONFECTIONARY SUGAR

A

-

No

2

ami ge

Makes a Very Practical Present

a SHOT GUN

many

rc-il-

A POCKET

The

Is

"Diamond
China and

Co.

Ware

-

NORTH FIRST STREET

HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE

S

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

WHITMEY

Wholesale and Retail:

0
4)

HARDWARE

0

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

O

SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

O

Mail Orders Solicited

HARDWARE

ALBUQUER0UE

li
n

II

JJ

00

GO.

En

Diamond

'4'4,'4''4',4,4'4'

i

STEIN-BLOC-

t

mristana
ounltry

Hand-painte-

Miss Laura M. Lutz,
ln South Second street, has for
sale a ttm lino of millinery goods, at
less than wholesale prices.
ChriMmas presint for the family
a New Homo Sewing Machine, guaranteed, llorraduile & Co., agents, 117

CLOTHING
Fits Every Man.
II

Gold

au'iuu
TOYS. DOLLS,DOLL
.

BUGGIES,
WAGONS, HANDKERCHIEFS, FURS
AND ALL KINDS
OF HOLIDAY
GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
122 NORTH 8ECOND STREET.

Honesty is Sewed in Kvery Garment.
Try a Suit on.

CHAFING DISHES. FIVE O'CLOCK
TEAS, CARVING SETS. WHITNEY
COMPANY.

You Will l?e l'K'ased With Your Personal Appearance

Ycurs for business.

FEE'S

1L.

o

Tl

Palace

High-grad-

E.

Albuquerque,

3E

mmm
u

CANDIES,

Washburn Company

STORP.

PEERLESS HOME-MADAT WALTON'S DRUG

We Have the Finest and Largest Supply of Anyone in
the City

Call and Inspect Before Buying.

Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese and Chickens

Fancy Roasting Pigs

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

at rue

5t aa a

J J

f

J

J

f f

J

J J J

o

J J j

j

4
J J

J

COLOMBO

HALL

Emission 50c

DANCING SCHCOt

3E

Ladies Free

n

2E
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0
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